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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the initial boundary value problem 
tJ + d( t )u  = f ( t ,  u), 
:~(t)u = g(t, u), 0 < t <. T, 
u(O) = Uo, 
(1) 
which can be considered as an abstract counterpart to semilinear parabolic 
initial boundary value problems. Typical cases to which our theory applies 
are of the form 
O,U--Oj(ajk(X, t )O~U)=f (x ,  t, U, OU) 
ajk(x, t)v ~ aku = g(x,  t, u) 
u(., O) = Uo 
in f2 x (0, T], 
on Ol2 x (0, T], 
on O, 
(2) 
where t'2 is a bounded smooth domain in R", v= (v 1 ..... v") is the outer 
normal on ~312, u= (u ~ ..... u s )  is an N-vector valued function, and the 
differential operator is uniformly very strongly parabolic, that is 
Re a;],(x, t) (~(~ > 0 
for all (x, t )eOx [0, T], and ~ := (~¢)eC"N\{0}. Moreover we assume 
that the coefficients aj~ and the nonlinearities f and g are smooth. (We refer 
to the main body of this paper for weaker regularity and more general 
parabolicity conditions. In addition we allow more general boundary con- 
ditions in (2) which involve also Dirichlet boundary conditions for some 
components of u on some components of Or2.) 
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Problem (1) is a special case of the "quasilinear" problem 
ft + ~( t ,  u)u = f ( t ,  u), 
~( t ,u )u=g( t ,u ) ,  0<t~<T, (3) 
u(0) = Uo, 
which corresponds to quasilinear parabolic systems of the form (2), where 
the "diffusion coefficients" ajk are also functions of the solution, 
aj~ = ajk(x, t, u). In a recent paper [8] the author has proved the (classical) 
local solvability of (3), together with certain results concerning the con- 
tinuous dependence of the solutions upon the data of the problem, by 
means of semigroups methods. More recently, Giaquinta and Modica [23] 
have given an alternative proof of the classical local solvability of 
quasilinear parabolic systems by means of "classical" techniques based 
upon a priori estimates. 
The proof of the existence of a solution to (3) is certainly an important 
step in the study of these problems. However, it is also only the very first 
one towards the understanding of the qualitative behaviour of the "flow" 
associated with (3). In most practical applications, in which quasilinear 
parabolic systems occur, one is interested in questions like global existence 
or blow-up, stability or instability of stationary solutions, bifurcation of 
critical points and periodic solutions, etc. In other words, one needs to 
develop a "geometric theory" of quasilinear parabolic systems. 
Such a "geometric theory" can be relatively "easily" developed in the 
semilinear case, provided the boundary conditions are linear, that is, for 
problems of the form 
(t + ~( t )u  = f ( t ,  u), 
~(t)u = 0, 0< t~< T, (4) 
u(0) = Uo. 
The reason is the fact that--given suitable assumptions, of course--the 
solutions of (4) satisfy a "variation-of-constants" formula 
u(t) = U(t, O) u o + U(t, z)f(z, u(z)) dr, t E J, (5) 
on the interval of existence J=  J(uo), where { U(t, s); 0 ~< s~< t ~< T} is the 
"evolution operator" (the semigroup in the autonomous case) associated 
with the linear part (d(t),  ~(t)) (cf. [29]). Such a variation-of-constants 
formula is not available in the quasilinear case. 
It is the main purpose of this paper to prove that the solutions of 
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problem (1) can also be represented by means of a "generalized variation- 
of-constants" formula. Formally it has the form 
u(t) = U(t, O) Uo + U(t, z)[f(z, u(r)) 
+ A(z) ~(~) g(z, u(z))] dr, t • J, (6) 
where A(t) is the restriction of d ( t )  to the kernel of ~(t) and Yl(t)v is the 
solution of the "boundary value problem" 
d( t )u=0,  ~(t )u=v,  O<.t<.T. 
This form is easily obtained by simple and natural formal arguments if one 
wants to reduce problem (1) to a problem of the form (4) with linear 
homogeneous boundary conditions. 
Unfortunately (6) does not make sense as it is given here. However, it is 
possible to give a new interpretation to the generalized variation-of-con- 
stants formula in a generalized setting by which it becomes a meaningful 
and powerful tool for studying semilinear parabolic systems under non- 
linear boundary conditions. (We refer to [9] for a leisurely presentation of
the principal ideas leading to (6) and its generalized interpretation.) Once 
in possession of a meaningful generalized variation-of-constants formula for 
problem (1), one can relatively easily establish a "geometric theory" for 
problem (1). For this one has to observe that the "geometric theory" for 
the standard problem (4) with homogeneous boundary conditions is 
almost exclusively based on the standard variation-of-constants formula (5) 
(cf. 1-29]). Hence the arguments in [28] can be more or less directly 
carried over to the case of nonlinear boundary conditions (which we do 
not do here). 
Although we are mainly interested in second order parabolic systems 
under nonlinear boundary conditions--since problems of this type occur in 
many applications in physics, chemistry, biology, control theory, free boun- 
dary problems, etc.--we use a functional analytic approach which applies 
to a general class of abstract semilinear initial boundary value problems. It 
is an advantage of this approach that our general results can be used in a 
variety of other problems involving higher order equations, nonlocal non- 
linear operators, pseudo differential operators, etc. 
The paper is subdivided in four sections of which the first two deal with 
linear boundary value problems. This is a necessary preparation for 
establishing the existence and regularity of the linear map ~(t) entering the 
generalized variation-of-constant formula [6]. 
In Section I we present the general abstract setting. In particular we 
specify a set of seven basic assumptions which are fundamental for the 
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whole paper. In addition we show in detail that these assumptions are 
satisfied in the case of rather general second order elliptic systems. From 
these considerations one sees clearly how the case of higher order systems 
can be handled. 
Section II contains essentially an abstraction of the "Lions-Magenes 
theory" of nonhomogeneous elliptic boundary value problems in the 
Lp-setting (cf. [38,1). This extension is the basis for the construction of the 
operators ~(t). 
Section III is devoted to the study of the abstract problem (1). The main 
abstract results of this paper are contained in Section 12. In particular 
Corollary 12.2 contains the precise interpretation of the generalized 
variation-of-constants formula (6). 
In the last chapter we treat in some detail the case of second order 
parabolic systems, since they seem to be most important in applications. 
The main results for the "classical" case of local nonlinearities are con- 
tained in Section 14. It should be noted that we obtain a very satisfactory 
existence theory for problem (2) by assuming only some polynomial growth 
restriction for f with respect o t3u and no growth restrictions for f and g 
with respect o the variable u. (Since we can choose p arbitrarily large the 
polynomial growth o f f  in au can be arbitrarily fast.) Since we do not 
impose compatibility conditions for f and g we obtain only weak solutions, 
of course. However, our weak solutions are automatically Hrlder con- 
tinuous. Hence they are in fact classical solutions, provided the data are 
sufficiently smooth and appropriate compatibility conditions are satisfied. 
In the last section we discuss the question of global existence. This is 
really the only instance in this paper where we fully use the fact that our 
solutions atisfy the variation-of-constants formula (since we do not give 
the extension of the "geometric theory" of 1-29] to the case of nonlinear 
boundary conditions, mentioned above). More precisely, we show that we 
obtain global existence, provided the nonlinearities satisfy appropriate 
growth restrictions and we know an a priori bound in some weak norm 
(say an Lpo--a priori bound or a bound for the "energy norm"). Recent 
results of Friedman and McLoed [21] for very particular special cases 
imply that our results are essentially optimal. 
Parabolic equations (N= 1) under nonlinear boundary conditions have 
already been studied by many authors (cf. [2, 10, 12, 15, 16, 19, 20, 30, 31, 
34, 36, 43, 48,1 and the references therein), but mostly in particular 
situations and under rather restrictive structural conditions for the non- 
linearities. In addition many of these results are based upon the use of the 
maximum principle and so do not carry over to systems. 
The approach and some of the results of this paper have been announced 
in [4, 9]. A generalized variation-of-constants formula for autonomous 
linear problems appears apparently for the first time in [ 11-1 and has since 
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then been exploited for problems in linear control theory in Hilbert spaces 
by Lasiecka nd Triggiani [35] (but the author was not aware of this fact 
at the time of the announcement [4] of this approach). 
Recently linear problems with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions 
have been studied in the context of semigroup theory by some authors 
[17, 18, 25, 33]. Although these investigations are related to our abstract 
variation-of-constants formula (6) the corresponding results are in a 
somewhat different spirit and do not apply to parabolic equations under 
local boundary conditions. Finally we refer to [24] for an outline of some 
basic ideas which can be used for reducing nonhomogeneous boundary 
conditions to homogeneous ones in the setting of abstract semigroups. 
I. LINEAR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
1. Preliminaries 
Throughout his paper all vector spaces are over the complex field. 
Moreover, we usually do not distinguish between Banach spaces differing 
only by equivalent norms. 
Let X and Y be locally convex Hausdorff topological vector spaces 
(LCSs for short). Then we denote by X' the dual of X, endowed with the 
strong topology, and by (., .)x: X' x X ~ C the corresponding duality 
pairing. Observe that (u, V)x= (v, U)x, if X is reflexive. 
We write X~ Y if X is continuously imbedded in Y. More precisely, this 
means that we have specified a continuous injection i: X~ Y and that we 
identify X with the vector subspace i(X) of Y. In addition, if i(X) is dense in 
Y, then we write X~ a Y. 
If X~ Y and B: D(B) c Y~ Y is a linear operator in Y, we define the 
X-realization B x of B to be the linear operator in X given by 
D(Bx) := {x e D(B) n X; Bx e X}, Bxx := Bx. 
In general we denote by 5e(X, Y) the vector space of all continuous 
linear operators from X to Y and by Isom(X, Y) the set of all 
isomorphisms in ~(X, Y). Moreover Sa(X):= Le(X, X), and ~(X, Y) is 
given the usual norm topology if X and Y are normed vector spaces. 
Suppose now that X and Y are Banach spaces. Then Te £,e(X, Y) is said 
to be a retraction (of X onto Y) if it possesses a continuous right inverse, a 
coretraction for T. Every retraction is surjective. If T~.~(Y,  X) is a 
coretraction for T then it is obvious that (T~T) 2 = T~T~ Sa(X), that is, T~T 
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is a projection in ~(X).  Moreover, ker(T<T)=ker(T) and im(T~T)= 
im(T ~) so that 
X = ker(T) @ im(T'), (1) 
where @ denotes the topological direct sum. 
Suppose now that Y= Y1 (~ ]72 and denote by P~ [resp. P2] the projec- 
tion of Y onto Y~ [resp. Yz] parallel to I12 [resp. Y~]. Then 
T s := Pj Te LP(X, Yj) is a retraction and Tf := T" I Yj is a coretraction for 
Tj, j= l ,  2. Since S:=TJim(T~)elsom(im(TC),Y) by (1), and since 
S -  1 = T ~, it follows that im( T c) = ira( T~ ) @ im( T~ ). Consequently, 
X= ker(T) • im(T~) ~ im(T~). (2) 
2. The General Abstract Setting 
Throughout he abstract parts of this paper we presuppose 
ASSUMPTION (A1). ~tF, W "l, #"#, ~ are LCSs, W, W 1, W#, W~ are 
Banach spaces, W is reflexive, W# = W', the following diagrams are com- 
mutative: 
# ic~ ~'~w__ (w.), =,..(~.),~,..(~1) ' \ j  
,~ ,c / \  wg w'~'~'~'r, 
and 
<v, u>w= <v, u),~- = <v, u>,~-,, (v, u)e(W# x ~r l )u  (~r~ x W). 
Due to the last chain of equalities we can (and will) denote each one of 
these duality pairings by the same symbol (., .) without causing confusion. 
Next we impose 
ASSUMV~ON (A2). 
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and 
(v, dou)=(do#V,u), (u ,v )e~l×~ '#. 
The last condition is expressed by saying that do* is formally dual to do. 
It follows that 
~7 := (do#)' ~ LP(C/¢# )', U/¢1 ) ') and d # := (do)' ~ ~(~¢:', (~)  ') 
are extensions of do and do  ~, respectively. Hence the W-realization 
~:=~. ,  
of ~7 and the W~,-realization 
d*  := (~7*)w, 
of ~7# are well-defined linear operators in W and W#, respectively, which 
are easily verified to be closed. Thus their domains D(~)  and D(d  # ) are 
Banach spaces with their respective graph norms such that 
D(~) ~ W 
Now we impose 
ASSUMPTION (h3). 
d '=~l  Wl ~:~f( wl, W), 
and 
and D(d #) ~ W#. 
d ~ :=d~ I W~ ~¢(W~,  W#) (1) 
W 1 c-a )D(~), W~ c-a >D(d #). 
Observe that (1) implies WI~D(.~) and W~D(d #) so that 
concerns only the density assertions. Observe also that 
(2) 
(2) 
In applications the above quantities will be related to differential 
operators in function spaces constructed over a domain f2. The following 
quantities will then be related to boundary operators in function spaces 
over the boundary dr2 of 12. For this we impose 
[resp. d # ] is the closure of d [resp. d # ] in W [resp. 
w#]. (3) 
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ASSUMPTION (A4). OW, OWI, and 01 W 1 as well as OW#, OW~, and 
~, W~ are reflexive Banach spaces such that 
Ow# =(OWL 
OW 1 c- d , {~W, 01W 1 t" d , OW 
and 
and 
Then we put 
OW~ '-- a , OW#, 
OW -1 :=(01WI)  t, 
OlW~ r-a ~ OW#. 
01W -l  :=(OWl)  '
OW~ 1 :-~.(01W1) ', 01W~ 1 :=(OWl)  '. 
It follows then from the Hahn-Banach theorem that 
OW 1 rd  , Ow c-d , OW- ' ,  
and 
0W~ ,--d , 0W# c-a , 0W~', 
as well as 
(V'jU)o w I=(O*~U)ow,~ 
and 
(w, u)olW ~= (w, u)o~, 
O,W lc  -d ~Owc-d  ,01W -1 
01Wl  ,--a , OW~ ¢--a , Oi W~l, 
vEO1W~, u~OW 
w~OW l ,  ueO~ 
Hence we can denote each one of these duality pairings by the symbol 
(-,.)~ without causing confusion. 
Our next hypothesis 
ASSUMPTION (A5). 
Y- := (~, q~)~ ~(w ~, OW 1 x 01W 1 ) (4) 
and 
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are retractions uch that Green's formula 
(v, du)  + (Cg#v, ~u)~ = (~¢ #v, u) + (~#v, ~¢u )~, 
is valid. 
Then we put 
as well as 
#1 :=ker( J )  and #~ :=ker(Y -#) 
W~ := ker(2~) and W~,n, :=ker(~#), 
U~ W 1, VE W~, 
(6) 
and impose 
ASSUMPTION (A6). 
~1 c ~1 and ~¢r~ c I,P~. 
Observe that the diagrams of assumption (A1) imply the commutative 
diagrams 
1 1 
w~ ~-,,. w 
W W d ~. 
'~ , , ,~  ~ 1 d ~ ~ ~__...,.,.~ 
1 ~W 1 
(7) 
Thus all subspaces of W [resp. W# ] occurring in these diagrams are dense 
in W [resp. W#]. 
Finally we put 
A :=all  W~ and A# :=d#l  W#n# 
and consider these linear operators as (unbounded) linear operators in W 
and in W#,  respectively. Then we presuppose 
ASSUMPTION (A7). There exists a ~ C such that 
a~p( -A)np( -A~' ) ,  
where p(.--) denotes the resolvent set. 
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3. Second Order Elliptic Boundary Value Problems 
Throughout his paper f2 denotes a bounded domain in R", n ~> 1, of 
class C 2, that is, ~ is an n-dimensional CZ-submanifold of R" with boun- 
dary ~£2, and Ne N* :=/~\{0}. For 1 ~<q~ oo we let 
Lq :=  Lq(f2, C ~v) 
and denote by 
Wq:=W~(f2, CU), seR+, l<~q<~oo, 
the standard Sobolev-Slobodeckii spaces, so that I~q = Lq. The usual norm 
in Wq is denoted by ]l" IIs.~, and I1" II q := I1" II 0.q, S e R +, 1 ~< q ~< oo. We put 
q' := q/(q- 1) and identify (Lq)' for 1 ~< q < oo with Lq, by means of the 
duality pairing 
<u, v> :=],~ <u(x), v(x)> dx, (U, V) • Lq, X Lq, 
where 
N 
(¢, ,1) := Y~ ¢'~J, 
)=1 
We let 
:=(¢1 ..... ¢,~),q=(q, ..... qu)eCu. 
W~x:=W~.~(g2, CN):={ueWkq;supp(u)ccf2}, keel, l<~q<~,  
(where Xcc  Y means that )7c I ~ and ,Y is compact) and endow these 
spaces with their natural inductive limit topology (cf. [50]). Moreover we 
denote by 
~k := ~(f2,  CN), ke  I~1 w {oo}, 
the space of all CU-valued k-times continuously differentiable functions 
having compact support in /2, and endow these spaces also with their 
natural inductive limit topology. Then (~) '  is the space of all CN-valued 
distributions on 12 of order at most k. In particular, (~o), is the space of 
CN-valued Radon measures on/2. 
A standard mollification argument shows that 
~ : = ~  c --d , ~k c-d ~ k Wq,c 
from which we deduce that 
keN,  1 ~<q< oo, (1) 
IJ/~.c C'-d ' Wlr, c C'-d~- Lr ('-d 'L l ,  loc, k, leN, l<<.k, l <~r<<.q< oo. (2) 
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Consequently 
Lr,~(Wtr,,)'~(Wkq,c)'~(~k) ', k, l eN ,  l<~l, l<~r<~q<oo. (3) 
Moreover we identify each f e L1. ~oc with the Radon measure fdx  so that, 
as usual, 
La.lo¢~ (D°) ' (4) 
Let now p e (1, Go) be fixed and put 
:=  Lp, c, 3¢¢/'t :=  l~p,c, 
:= Lp,,c, := 
(5) 
W := Lp, W ~ := W~v, 
W# := Lp,, W~ := W~e,, 
where Lq. c := l~q,c. Since, trivially, 
Wkq.~ Wkq, k~,  l <~q<~ oo, (6) 
it follows from (2) and (3) that Assumption (A1) is satisfied. 
We identify L(C N) with the space of complex (N x N)-matrices by means 
of the standard basis of C u and denote by a#e L,e(C N) the transposed of 
a e LP(C~). 
Finally we fix real numbers p, PI, and Po with 
P~=Po=pvp '  if n=l  
and with 
= p if 
P t = > np' if 
>np if 
and 
> n/2 
Po := p, 
L=pv 
for n >/2. Observe that we can put 
Pl = Po = P if 
p>n+l ,  
p~(1, 2)w (n, n+ 1], 
2~p~n 
if p v p' <.G n/2, 
if pvp '>n/2 ,  
p>n+l ,  n6~* .  (7) 
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We define now a second order differential operator ~(x,  0) (in the sense 
of distributions, of course), 
~(x,  O)u :=  --Oj(ajk Oku) + aj Oju + aou, (8) 
where Oj := O/dx j and where we use the summation convention throughout, 
j and k running from 1 to n, by assuming 
ayk=akj, aye W~t(g2, .LP(CU)), 1 <~j, k <~n, (9) 
and 
ao e Lp0(r2, if(ON)). (10) 
Then the formally adjoint differential operator 
M# (x, O)v := -Oj(a~ OkV) -- a 7 cOjv + (ag -- ajay )v 
= --Oj(a~ dkv)  - -  Oj(affv) + agv (11)  
is also well defined. 
Letting 
and 
~oU;-~-~(X,O)U, Ue~ f l ,  
~o~V := ~¢#(x, O)v, 
it follows easily from (9) and 
imbedding theorems that 
g~O e ~(~ff' l , ~/'), 
Moreover 
(v, ~oU) = (~¢o~V, u), 
(10) and from standard Sobolev type 
dg ~ ~e(~~,, ~#). 
(u, v)e ~/F 1 x "/¢~, (12) 
since, due to the identification (4), the duality pairing ( . , . )  coincides with 
the usual duality pairing of CU-valued distributions. Hence Assumption 
(A2) is satisfied. 
It follows from (1), (3), and (12) that ~7 := (~ ' ) ,  and ~7# := (~/o)' are 
given by the distribution differential operators d(x,O) and ~¢#(x, O), 
respectively. Hence, we see, similarly as above, that 
de ~(w' ,  w), ~¢" e ~(w~,, w#). (13) 
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We suppose now that the principal part of ~¢(x, 0) is (upper) block- 
triangular, that is, there exist integers K and N~, l<<.x<<.K, with 
N~+ ... +Nk=N such that each one of the matrices ajk is an upper 
triangular block matrix, 
where 
ajk= [atk~l] i~,a~K, at, ~1 =0 for x>2,  (14) 
a~kk~1(x)eZP(CN~,CNK), xe~,  l<~x, 2<~K, l<~j, k<~n. (15) 
Finally we assume that there exists a positive constant a, an ellipticity 
constant, such that 
Re((af~3(x) U~k)q I~t)/> ~t I¢lZ Iql 2 (16) 
for ~c=l ..... K, and (x ,¢ ,q )e f2×R"xC N', where ('1") denotes the 
euclidean inner product. The assumptions (14)-(16) are summarized by 
saying that ~¢(x, O) is (upper) block-triangular uniformly strongly elliptic on 
O. Observe that ~¢~'(x, 0) is lower block-triangular uniformly strongly 
elliptic. If K = 1 then zzC(x, 0) and ~¢ ~ (x, 0) are uniformly strongly elliptic. 
However, a block-triangular uniformly elliptic operator is not necessarily 
uniformly strongly elliptic. 
We fix now 
6 := diag(J ~, ..., fiN) ~ C(Of2, L#(CN)) 
such that 
6rec(of2, {0, 1}), r= l  ..... N. 
Hence 3 r has a constant value, denoted by 6"(F), on each component F of 
012, which equals either 0 or 1. Then, denoting the identity in ~(C  N) by 1, 
we define a boundary operator ~(x, ~) (in the sense of traces, of course) by 
~(x, O)u := tS(ajk vj OkU + bu) + (1 -- 6)u, (17) 
where v = (v ~ .... , v") is the outer unit normal on OI2 and 
b ~ W~o ,leo ~ Loo(Of2, £P(CN)). (18) 
(Here and in the following we let E c~ F( M, X) : = E( M, X) c~ F( M, X) if 
E(M, X) and F(M, X) are spaces of X-valued distributions on M.) Observe 
that the rth component of ~(x, O) reduces to the "Dirichlet boundary 
operator" urlF for the rth component of u = (u ~ ..... u N) on the component 
F of t912 if 6r(F) = O. 
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We denote by /" the set of components F of 0f2 and identify 
[Lq(F)] '  := [Lq(F, c~v)] ' fo r / 'e  ] and 1 ~< q < ov with Lq,(F) by means of 
the duality pairing 
(v ,u)o:=fr (v(x) ,u(x) )da,  (v,u)6Lq'(F)×Lq(F), 
where a denotes the volume measure on F. Recall that 
Wq(F, C) := [Wq.~(F, C)] ', l<q<~,  -2~<s~<O. (19) 
Hence the spaces 
N 
OWq := l-I l-I Wq-a'(r)-'/q( F, C) (20) 
FEFr=I 
and 
N 
O1 l~/-q := H H Wq -(1-6r(I')j-l/q(l~ C) (21) 
Fof*r=l 
are well defined for 0 ~< s ~< 2 and 1 < q < ~.  
In the special case that n = 1, where 12 is a bounded open interval 
(a_l,al) in •, tr denotes the counting measure on 00= {a 1, at}, and 
v(aj) := j, j e  {--1, 1}. Hence 
OW~=OI W~ =CU x C N, 
in this case. 
We let now 
O W : = Lp(00), 
OW# := Lp,(Of2), 
dW 1 := OW~p, 
0~<s~<2, 0~q~ oo, (22) 
c31 W l := 01 14/~p, 
O~W~ := ~1 W~,. 
(23) 
Then it follows that Assumption (A4) is satisfied. Moreover we deduce from 
( 19)-(21 ) that 
t3W-l=OW~p, O~W-I=O~W~v, c~W#~=OW~p,, c~W~=O~W~v,. (24) 
We define boundary operators (in the sense of traces, of course) by 
putting 
~#(x ,  O)v :--- 6(a~ v j c3kv + (aTvJ + b#6)v) + (1 - 5)v, 
Cg(x, c~)u :-- (6 -- 1) ajk vj dku+ 6u, (25) 
C# (x, c3)v := (5 -  1)(a~ vJ OkV + (a~ vJ + b # 6)v) + 6v. 
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Observe that (9), the choice of pl and (18) imply that the coefficients of all 
these boundary operators belong to L~(012, Lf(CN)). Hence, letting 
~u := ~(x, 0)u for u•  W', etc., it follows that 
y- := (~, ~g)• Lf(w', Ow' x 0, w'), 
~-'-# := (~#, C#)•,~(~(W 1,  OW 1 xO 1 W1).  
Moreover, using the fact that 6(x) is for each x•  0t2 a symmetric projec- 
tion in LP(Cu), it is easily verified that 
<~#v, ~u>~-  <~#v, ~gu>~ 
= --<a~ v j Okv+a~vJv+b ~ 6v, (1--6)u>e + <6v, ajkv J OkU+ bu>e 
--<a~ v J OkV + a~vJv + b ~ 6v, ~u>o + <(1 - 6>v, ajk vj OkU>o 
= - (a~ v j OkV + a~vJv, u>~ + <v, ajk vJ OkU>o 
for (v, u)• W~ x WL Thus we deduce from Gauss' theorem and standard 
density arguments the validity of Green's formula (2.6). This shows that 
Assumption (A5) is satisfied provided we establish the following 
J- and J- # are retractions. LEMMA 3.1. 
Proof Let 
c(x, O)u := a~kv j Oku - (ajkvJv k) v i Oiu 
and observe that c(x, 0) is a tangential differential operator on 0f2. Since 
j k 0U 
ajkvJ Oku=(aykv V )-~v+C(X, O)U, 
it follows that the operator J is on each F• / -  a permutation of an 
operator of the form 
j k 0U (u, +(a~kv  )~+ c,(x, O)u), 
where cl(x, O) is a tangential differential operator of order one. Since 
~¢(x,O) is block-triangular uniformly strongly elliptic, the matrix 
ark(x ) v Jr k is invertible for each x • 0£2. Moreover it follows from (9) and 
the smoothness of the inversion B w-~ B-I:  ffZ~°(CN) ~ ff&e(C N) that 
(ajk vJvk)--l • Wlpl - 1/p1(0~¢~, (~(cN) ) .  
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Hence 9- is a retraction from W t onto 0W ~ x 0~ W 1 iff 
(U[ Off'~, V-{-C2(X, O)U)~ ,,~(W 1, W~p-I/p(OW)× Wlp-1/P(O~"~)) (26) 
is a retraction, where c2(x, O) is a first order tangential differential operator 
of the form 
c2(x, O )u=dj aju + dou, 
where 
and 
dj~ Wll 1/pI(O~¢'~, o (CN)), 1 <~j<~n, (27) 
do ~ W~o ~/po c~ Lo( Of2, .W(C")). (28) 
Indeed, the asserted regularity of the coefficients of c2(x, ~) follows easily 
from the facts that WqC~L~(Of2, C) is an algebra for 0~s~< 1, 1 ~<q~< oo
and that W~I-1/pl(Og2, £~a(cN))~C(OI2, 5¢(CN)). To show that (26) is 
a retraction it suffices to show that, given f~W~e-I/P(O(2) and 
g~ W~-I/p(Og2), there exist u, v~ W ~ satisfying 
~U 
u=f, -~v+C2(X,~)u=O on ~12, 
and 
~V 
v=O, "-2--+C2(X,O)v=g on 00, 
OV - - 
respectively, such that u and v depend continuously upon f and g, respec- 
tively. But this follows easily from the well-known fact that 
( ul~O,~ ~.~(w', ~-,/,'(~, c)× w~-i/,'(~, c)) 
is a retraction and from the regularity properties (27) and (28). The same 
arguments apply to 3-~'. 1 
It is obvious that Assumption (A6) is satisfied. For the proof of the 
validity of Assumptions (A3) and (A7) we need some preparation. 
In the following we let C := C\{0} and 
~:={z~C*;largzl<~oa+~/2}w{O}, 0 ~<,9 ~< n/2. 
,9 
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Then we can prove the following crucial 
THEOREM 3.2. There exists constants Co > 0, oq ~ (0, 1t/2), and 2o/> 1 
depending only upon 
f2, n, N, K, p, the ellipticity constant ~, and upper bounds for the 
W~-norms of ajk and a j, for the Lpo-norrn of ao, and for the 
W~ °t/po n L~-norm of b (AC) 
such that 
and 
121 Ilullp + Ilull2,p ~ co(ll(~ + d)ull~ + (1 + 121) I[~ul l~) 
121 Ilvll~, + Ilvll2,p,<-..co(ll(2+~#)vllp,+(1  12t)II~#v[l~,) 
for u~ l~p, v6 l~p, and 2~ ~o with 121 ~2o, and such that 
(~.+ ~¢, ~)~Isom(W 1, WxOWI), 
(2+~¢#, ~#)~Isom(W~,  W# xOW~) 
for 2 ~ ~o with 121 >1 20. 
Proof It follows from [6, Lemmas(6.1), (6.5), and (6.8) and 
Theorem (6.6)] that (d ,  ~)  and (~¢#, ~ #) define regular parabolic initial 
boundary value problems in the sense of [6], except for the regularity 
hypotheses on the coefficients. However, using standard Sobolev-type 
imbedding theorems and checking the proof of the Lp-estimates 
(cf. I-1, 40]) it is not difficult to see that the present regularity conditions 
suffice for the validity of [5, Theorem 12.2]. Moreover it is clear how the 
proof of [5, Theorem 12.2] has to be modified to yield the asserted 
estimates. (A more direct and rather simple proof of the above a priori 
estimates for elliptic systems of arbitrary even order and under minimal 
regularity assumptions can be based on the Mikhlin-Hrrmander multiplier 
theorem. Details will be given elsewhere.) (See note added in proof.) I 
LEMMA 3.3. ~7 is the closure of ~ and "s# # is the closure of d #. 
Proof Let dc denote the closure of ~¢ in IV. It suffices to prove that 
~¢~ = ~ since the same arguments apply to ~¢ #. Since A c ~7 and ~ is 
dosed, ~¢c  ~ .  Hence it suffices to show that (2 + ~¢c)' C (2 + ~) '  for some 
2~R+. 
Let v~D((2+~¢~)') be given, where 2>0 is fixed. Then f :=  
(2 + ~¢~)'v e W# and 
(v, (2 + ~¢)tp) = (f ,  tp), tp~W 1 . (29) 
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We can find extensions 
e Wpl( ~ , ~(CN) ) ,  a;k = akj, a), 6 1 , aD e Lp0(R", £P(cJV)) 
of ajk, aj, and ao, respectively, and a bounded smooth domain £2 ~ with 
c~ ~e-~e such that 
~¢~ := -Oj(a~k Ok ") + a~ Oj + a[~ 
is block-triangular uniformly strongly elliptic on ~e'~e. Hence letting f denote 
the extension of f by zero outside of f2, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that 
the Dirichlet problem 
(2 + (~¢e)#)U =f in  g2 e, u=0 on 0t2 e, (30) 
possesses a unique solution 
provided 2 is large enough. From (29) and (30) we see that 
</~--U, (~-'[- ~e)~o> =0, q~ W~p,,~(~"~e), 
where 17 is the extension of v by zero. Since (2 + ~¢e)(W~p, ~o)= Lp(Oe) by 
Theorem 3.2 we find that 0 = u. Thus ~ e 14~e,(g2 e) and supp(O) c O. Hence 
v~ l~p,(f2), the closure of ~(12) in I4~t,(12 ) (cf. 1-49, Theorem4.3.2.1]). 
Thus D((2 + z~¢~)') c l~p,(12) c D((2 + ~¢)'), where the last inclusion is 
obvious. | 
The proof of Lemma 3.3 is a modification of 1-38, Proposition 3.1] 
where, in turn, an argument of 1-32] has been extended. 
It is an immediate consequence of (13) and Lemma 3.3 that Assumption 
(A3) is satisfied. Finally it follows easily from Theorem 3.2 that Assumption 
(A7) is satisfied. Thus we have proven the following 
THEOREM 3.4. Given the above hypothesis, Assumptions (AI)-(A7) are 
satisfied. 
Remarks 3.5. (a) It is clear that I~ '= t~, and I,F~ = l,~p,, where 
l~q := l,~q(12, CN) is the closure of ~(12, C u) in l,P], s ~> 0, 1 ~< q < ~.  
(b) Since ~ is the W-realization of ~/ it is obvious that ~ is 
the maximal Lp-realization of M(x, O). Similarly, sg # is the maximal 
Lp,-realization of s l  # (x, O). 
We denote by dmln and # ~¢min the minimal closed Lp-realization of d (x ,  0) 
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and the minimal closed Lv,-realization of ~# (x, ~), respectively. Thus ~mm 
is the closure of S¢o in W and d2~m#m is the closure of ~¢o ~ in W#. Then 
~¢mi. = ~¢1 lPl, # # ° J~min = d~ [W 1 (31) 
and 
(5~mm), = (d~mm) . (32) 
Indeed, the assertions (31) are easily verified. The proof of Lemma 3.3 
shows that 
°1 C2 D( ( J~) ' )  (33) D((dc)') c W# 
and that ~¢, = ~.  Hence we have equality in (33) which implies easily that 
# t ~7= (~¢m,n) • The second part of (32) follows similarly. 
(c) In many applications there arise second order differential 
operators whose rth components, 1 ~< r ~< N, are of the form 
[~¢(x, ~)u] r= -div(a "s grad u s) + (arSl grad u s) + a~Su s,
where we employ again the summation convention with s running from 1 
to N, and where 
arseR ~, arS~(R") o, aDs~R ~, l<~r,s<~N. 
These operators can be written in the form (8) if we put 
ajk:=a6jk, aj:=[a~S], ao:=[a~S], l<~j,k<<.n, 
where a := [ar~], 6jk is the Kronecker symbol, and a~  is thejth component 
of the vector field a "s. Hence ~¢(x, O) is block-triangular uniformly strongly 
elliptic if a is triangular block matrix, the block structure being independent 
of x ~ ~, such that the diagonal blocks a [~], 1 <~ ~c <. K, are positive definite, 
that is, 
(at""l(x)tllrl)>O, x e ~, t/~ Wv~\{0}, I ~< x~<K. 
Observe that in this case the rth component, 1 ~< r ~< N, of the boundary 
operator (17) has the form 
u" if 6"=0, 
[~(x, O)u] r = , Ou" "~ ~ 6" 
~-v+b u if = 1. 
(d) Of course the assumption that d (x ,  O) is block-triangular can be 
505/72/2-3 
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weakened. For example, suppose that there exists c e Cz(~, f#&°(cN)), 
where f#~(CN)=Isom(C N, cN), such that c ~ajkc is a triangular block 
matrix, where the block structure is independent of j, k e {1 ..... n}, and 
where the diagonal blocks of c-~ajkc satisfy (16). Then, using obvious 
notations, c ~¢(x, 0)c is block-triangular uniformly strongly elliptic and 
the boundary value problem (~¢(x, 0), ~(x, 0)) is equivalent to the boun- 
dary value problem (c- ld(x ,  O)c, c-1M(x, O)e). Observe that in the special 
situation of Subsection (c) it follows that Assumptions (A1)-(A7) are 
satisfied if there exists ce C2(~, fq~(cN)) such that c lac is a triangular 
block matrix with positive definite diagonal blocks. 
(e) For simplicity and because of their importance in applications we 
have restricted the above considerations to a particular class of second 
order elliptic systems. However, it is clear from the above arguments hat 
we can apply the abstract setting also to higher order systems provided the 
boundary operators admit a Green's formula. In particular it follows from 
the results of Lions and Magenes [38] that Assumptions (A1)-(A7) are 
satisfied for regular elliptic boundary value problems of arbitrary order for a 
scalar function u (that is, in the case N= 1), provided the data are suf- 
ficiently smooth. Here we use the term "regular elliptic problem" in the 
sense of [39, Section I1.1.4]. For higher order systems one can use the 
general results of Geymonat [22] or the even more general results by 
Grubb [28]. These authors derive Green's formulas for every general ellip- 
tic systems (acting in vector bundles in the case of [28]). | 
II. GENERALIZED LINEAR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
4. The Generalized Green's Formula 
We return now to the general setting and prove the following 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists a unique extension 
Y- :~ (~, ~) e Le(D(s~), OW -~ x O 1W -~) 
of J- such that the generalized Green's formula 
(v, ~]u) + (~g#v, ~u)~ 
= (s l#v,  u)  + (~#v,  ~qu)o, ueD(s]),  ve W~, 
is valid. 
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Let (~#)~ be a coretraction for ~# and put v~ := (~#)c(0, q~) Proof 
for ~p • 1~1 W~. Since ~#v.  =0 and ¢g#v. = cp, Green's formula implies 
(qL~u)~=(d#v,p,u) - (v ,p,s /u) ,  u•W 1. (1) 
By observing that 
(~o ~-, v~)• ~e(~l w 1, w~), 
we deduce from (1) that 
~•~f( (  wi, II" IIo(~)), OW=~). 
Thus the density of W 1 in D(~7) implies the existence of a unique extension 
• Lf(D(~7), d W- 1) of ~. Hence, by Green's formula, 
(v ,s /u)+(Cg#v,~u)~=(d#v,u) ,  u•Wl,  v•im((Cg#)c), 
where ((g#)c := (3--#)c 101W~. 
By similar arguments we obtain the existence of a unique extension 
~•~(D(d) ,  01W 1) o f~ such that 
(v, du)=(s l#v,u)+(~#v,C~u)~,  ueW 1, v~im((~#)~), 
where (~#)c := (3--# V[ 0W 1 #. 
Since 
(v , .~u)=(d#v,u) ,  ueW 1, veker(3-#), 
by Green's formula, and since 
W~ = ker(3-" # ) @ im((~ # )~) @ im((~ # )~) 
by formula (1.2), we see that 
(v, du)+(~#v,~u)~=(s~#v,u)+(~v,  qu)~, ueW ~, v•W~. 
Now the assertion follows since W 1 is dense in D(d)  and ~7 is the closure 
of d in W. | 
It is now clear that J -# possesses also a unique extension 
Y# • ff(D(~¢#), OW~, 1x 0~ W~ l) such that 
(v, ~¢u) + fig#v, ~u)~ 
=(d#v,u)+(~#v,  Cgu)o, ueW 1, v~D(.~'~). 
It should also be noted that Assumptions (A6) and (A7) have not been 
used in the above proof. 
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5. Isomorphism Theorems 
It follows from (A7) and the open mapping theorem that 
a+A~Isom(W~, W), a+A#~Isom(W~,  W#). 
As an easy consequence of these facts we prove 
(1) 
THEOREM 5.2. (a + sO, ~)  e Isom(W ~, Wx OW ~) and (o + ~l, ~)  
Isom(D(~7), Wx OW-I). 
Proof The first assertion is an easy consequence of (1) and (A5). 
Observe first that 
(a+ ~/, ~)  e ~f(D(.~7), W+OW -~) 
by Theorem 4.1. Let (f, g) ~ Wx OW -1 be given. Then 
[v~--~ (v , f )  + (~#v, g)o] ~ (W~,) ' .  
Since (1) implies 
[(a + ~1#)I W~,~, ]' ~ Isom(W, (W#~,)I ,), 
we deduce the existence of a unique u ~ W satisfying 
((a + d#)v ,  u) = (v , f )+ (~#v, g)e, 
From this we see that 
( (o+~#)v ,  u) = (v , f ) ,  
whence, due to (A6), 
( (a+d~)v ,u)=(v , f ) ,  
v~ W 1 #.~¢~ • 
#-  
(2) 
PROPOSmON 5.1. A and A ~ are closed and A # = A'. 
Proof The closedness of A and of A ~ follows easily from (1). If u ~ W~ 
1 Green's formula implies (v, Au) = (A#v, u). Hence and ve W#~,,  
A'~A # and, consequently, a+A'=(a+A) '~a+A #. By (A7)each one 
of the operators o + A' and tr + A ~ is a bijection of its domain onto W#. 
Thus a + A' cannot be a proper extension of tr+ A ~, which implies the 
assertion. I 
The following isomorphism theorem is of fundamental importance. 
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Thus 
<(~+~)u,v>=<v,f), ve~,  
due to the reflexivity of IV. Since ~ is dense in W# it follows, by using 
the reflexivity of W again, that 
ue D(~) ,  (a+s])u=fl  (3) 
The generalized Green's formula is obviously true if we replace ~] by 
+ ~]. Hence we deduce from that formula and from (2) and (3) that 
(q~v,:~u-g)~=O, ve W~.  
Hence :~u = g since (g# is a surjection from Wl~ onto O~ W 1 = (OW-~) '.
This shows that (a + ~¢, :~) is surjective and the assertion follows from the 
open mapping theorem. | 
COROLLARY 5.3. (a+~,gO) -~e~(WxOW -~, W) and 
1[({7 + ~,  ~)--III,,L#(Wx3W-I,W ) < II({~ -F A # )-111 ..~'(W#) 
+ [Icg~(a+A#)-~ii~e~w~.~,w~ )  (4) 
Proof The first assertion follows from Theorem 5.2 and D(~)  ~ W. By 
(1) and (2) we see that 
(w, u> = ( (a + A#)-lw, f )  + (~#(a+ A#)-iw, g>o 
for we W# and (f, g)e  WxOW -1, where u := (a+ ~], ~) -~( f  g). Hence 
I(w,u>i<.cllwl[w~ll(f,g)llw×~¢¢-,, weW#, 
where c is the expression appearing on the right hand side of (4), and the 
assertion follows. I 
It is obvious that analogous results are true for (a + ~¢ #, ~ # ). 
6. Interpolation 
In the following we denote by [., "]0 the standard complex and by 
(', ")o.v, 1 <p< oo, 0<0< 1, the real interpolation functors (cf. [13, 48]). 
We fix now p e (1, oo ) arbitrarily, choose for each fixed 0 e (0, 1) one of 
these interpolation functors, and denote this fixed choice simply by (-, ")0. 
Then we put 
~(', ")o if (-, ")0 = [', "]0, 
(" ")g := [.(', ")o.,' if (-, ")0 = (', ")0 = (', ")0.p, 
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for 0 < 0 < 1. Moreover we let 
W° := (W, W~)o, 
and 
wO# :~(W#,  1 # W# )o , 
W°~ := (w, W~)o 
W°~ :--(W#, ~ # W#~)o 
for 0 < 0 < 1. Then it follows from D(~)  ~d W that 
(D(~), W')o c-a , W o, 
where the density assertion is a consequence of WI~ (D(~), W~)o and 
W 1 ~d iV o. 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces with Y~X. Then we put (X, Y)o :=X 
and (X, Y)I := Y. Suppose that y~dx,  that U and V are Banach spaces 
with V~ U, and that T~(Y ,  V). If there exists a (necessarily unique) 
extension Te Lf(X, U) of T then we denote this extension simply by T if no 
confusion seems likely. 
Finally we put 
OW-I+2°:=(OW l, 0Wl)o, 0~<0~<1. 
With this convention we have the following 
THEOREM 6.1. 
(o + d ,  ~)  ~ Isom((D(~), W 1 )o, W × (~ W- l + 2o), 0~0~1.  
Proof This follows immediately from Theorem 5.2. | 
It is again obvious that an analogous result is true for (a + ~¢ #, ~ # ). 
In the following we denote by c positive constants, which may be 
different in different formulas, but which are always independent of the 
independent variables of a given formula. Moreover we write c(~, fl, ...) if c 
depends on additional parameters ~, fl ..... 
Suppose now that a ~ R satisfies 
max( l l (o+~¢,~) lll.v~w×~ve, w,), II(o+A#)-lll.~(w,.w~))<~a. (1) 
The existence of such a constant follows from Theorem (6.1) and from 
(5.1). Then we deduce from Corollary (5.3) that 
[l(a + ~,  ~)-l[l~e(w,,ew-,.w) <~ c(a, b), 
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where b is any positive number satisfying 
I1~ # !1 ~(w~ elw~)~< b. (2) 
Thus, by interpolation, 
I I(o+~,~)-l l l~(w×ow-,+:O. wO)<~c(a,b,O), 0<~0<~1. 
From this we obtain immediately the following 
THEOREM 6.2. Let a and b satisfy (1) and (2), respectively, and let 
0 <~ 0 <~ 1. Then there exists a constant c := c(a, b, 0), depending only upon 
the indicated quantities, but not open (M, ~),  such that the following a priori 
estimate 
IlU]IwO~C(I(OAi-~ )UI]w'3I - ]I~UIIoW-I+20), U~ (D(~)9 Wl)o 
is true. 
Finally suppose that M is a topological space and that 
such that Zdo(/~ ) and ~¢o~(#) satisfy for each /aeM Assumptions (A2) and 
(A3). Moreover suppose that 
{ 3--(/0 := (~(p), (g(p)); p ~ M} c .Lf( W ~, d W 1 × ~1 W') 
and 
{3-#(p) := (~ (p), cg#(p)); p~M} c Lf(W~,, ~W~ x (3~ W~,) 
such that Assumptions (A5) and (A6) are satisfied. Finally we assume also 
that (A7) is satisfied with a a ~ g¢ which is independent of p ~ M. Then the 
above theorems are true for every # ~ M. Moreover we have the following 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose that 
~¢(.) ~ C(M, Lf( W 1, W)), z¢ # (.) ~ C(M, ~f( W~,  W# )) 
and that 
3-( . )~C(M, L f (W ~, ~W ~ + ~, W' ) ) ,3 -~( . )~C(M,  ~cf(W~, BW~ X~ 1 Wl)) .  
Then 
(a + d(.) ,  ~( - ) ) - '  ¢ C(M, L(W × aW -1+2°, W °) 
forO<~O<~l. 
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Proof Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Then Isom(X, Y) is open in 
£¢(X, Y) and 
(T~--~ T- I )~ C~(Isom(X, Y), Isom(Y, X)). (3) 
Since our assumptions imply 
(a + ~¢(.), ~(-))e C(M, ~(W',  WxOW')), 
the assertion for 0 = 1 follows from Theorem 6.1 and (3). 
Similarly as in the proof of Corollary 5.3 we find that 
I[(O" "~- d~(~), ~(/.~))-- 1 -- (O" "[- d2~(V), ~(V))  -111 .~(Wx OW-I,W) 
~< I[(a + A #(#)) -~ - (a+A#(v))-~l i~w,)  
+ [l~e#(t~)(a+a#(t~))-~-~e#(v)(a+a#(v)) 'll~w,.0,w~ 
for g, veM. Hence the assertion for 0=0 follows also from (3) and the 
hypotheses of the theorem. Now the assertion for 0 < 0 < 1 is obtained by 
interpolation since (-, ")0 is an interpolation functor of exponent 0. | 
Theorem 6.3 says that the "abstract boundary value problem" 
(a + d(~) )u  =f ,  ,~'(~) u = g 
has for each 0~ [0, 1] and for each (/~, f, g)eMx WxOW -1+2° a unique 
solution u(/l, f, g) ~ W °, which is a continuous function of all its variables. 
Moreover Theorem (6.1) shows that 
u(~, f, g) ~ (D(~(~)) ,  W')o, 
which is a more precise regularity assertion since (D(~7(/~)), W~)o ~ W °. 
It should be remarked that the results in Sections 4-6 are nothing more 
than an abstract version of the "Lions-Magenes theory" of non- 
homogeneous elliptic boundary value problems (cf. [38]). 
7. Applications to Second Order Elliptic 
Boundary Value Problems 
Let (~¢(x, 0), ~(x, 0)) be a block-triangular uniformly strongly elliptic 
boundary value problem on 12, that is, (~¢(x, a), ~(x, 0)) is given by (3.8) 
and (3.17) and all the hypotheses of Section 3 are satisfied. Moreover let 
~(',')o,p if 0~(0, 1)\{1/2}, 
(" ")° := ([., -]m if 0=½. 
(1) 
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Then it follows from well-known characterizations 
Sobolev-Slobodeckii spaces that 
W°=W~p ° , W°# = 14~p ° , 0<0~<1. 
Moreover, letting 
W-~,~ ;~ 
{u• w~; ~u =0}, 
{u~ w~, (1 -a)ul~O =0}, 
w~, 
l+ l /p<s<~,  
1/p<s<~ 1+ l/p, 
O <<. s<<. l / p, 
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of the 
(2) 
(3) 
(2 + ~¢, ~)•  Isom((D(~),  W~p)o, LpxOW~p°), 0~<0~<1, 
where 20 q~ ~ + 1/p if p # 2, provided 2 • ~ and 121 ~ Ao. Moreover, for each 
s•[0 ,2 ] ,  with s~N+l /p  if p#2,  and each 2•~.o with 121~>2o, there 
exists a positive constant c, depending only upon the quantities (AC), s, and 
2, such that 
Ilull~,p~c(ll(~ + ~)ulb + II~ullo~), u•(D(~), I4~p)~/2, 
provided s (E [~ + lip if p # 2. 
THEOREM 7.1. There exist constants 20 t> 1 and ~ • (0, n/2), depending 
only upon the quantities (AC) of Theorem 3.2, such that 
~w;~ + 2o=~w~. o, ~, w~, + 2o=~l w~o (7) 
for 0~<0~<1, where 20¢[~+1/p  in formulas (6) and 20¢N+l /p '  in 
formulas (7) i fp:~2. 
and 
and defining W~,. ~ analogously, results of Grisvard [26] and Seeley [44] 
imply 
W ° = W~_ ° 20 • [0, 2] \ (• + 1/p), W°~ ~ W~_ ° 20 • { 1/p, 1 + 1/p}, (4) p, .~  p,.~, 
and 
W°~= W~p°~,20• [O, 2] \ (N+ I/p'), W°#~ W~e°~, 
20~ {lip', 1 + lip'}. (5) 
Finally we deduce from (3.19), (3.20), [13, Theorems 6.4.4 and 6.4.5 and 
Corollary 6.2.8], and standard arguments based upon local coordinates (cf. 
the proof of [39, Theorem 1.7.7]) that 
c~W 1 +2° = 014~p°, O,W-I+Z°=O,W~p° (6) 
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Proof. This is an easy consequence of Theorems 3.4, 6.1, and 6.2 and of 
the relations (2)-(4) and (6) above. | 
III. ABSTRACT PARABOLIC INITIAL BOUNDARY 
VALUE PROBLEMS 
8. Interpolation and Extrapolation of Semigroups 
In the following we write A sfg(X,M, co) if --A is the infinitesimal 
generator of a strongly continuous emigroup {e-tA; t~>0} on the Banach 
space X, that is, in Le(X), such that 
Ile-t'~ll <~ Me °'', t >~O. 
If -A  generates a strongly continuous analytic semigroup on X then we 
write A ~ ~(X) .  
Let now E be a Banach space and suppose that 
A is a closed and densely defined linear operator in E such that 
p(-A)=-ro, (S) 
and there exists a constant M o such that 
11(2+A)-~II<~Mo/(I+I2[), 2eL" 0. 
Then it is well known that there are constants M~I ,  co<0, 
,9 E (0, r(2), depending only upon Mo, but not upon A, such that 
and 
Moreover 
and 
A • f~(E, M, co) c~ Jr(E) 
p ( -A)~co+ 2;~. 
II(,~ + A)- ' I I  <~c(Mo)/O +I,~- col), ,~ e co + S~, 
e tA=__2~il freat(X+A)_id;t  ' t>~O, 
and 
(1) 
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where F is any piecewise smooth curve in a~+Zs 
ooe -(°+'~/2t'  to ooe (s+~/E)t. From this one deduces that 
IIAe tAIl<~C(Mo, a) t 'e ~', t>0,  a>o).  
In the following we let 
IIX[Ik:=[IAkxll, xeD(Ak) ,  keZ ,  
put 
and let 
Ek:=(D(Ak),  II'llk) if k>~O, 
229 
running from 
and 
THEOREM 8.1. The "scale" {(E , ,A , ) ;aeR} is well defined and each E, 
is a Banach space. 
Let - oo <f l<a< ~.  Then 
E~ c- a. ~ Ea and 
.4, e fg(E~, M, (o) c~ af(E, )  
p ( -A , )~to+ ~.o, 
A, is the E,-realization of Ap, (2) 
and e- 'A '=e- 'APlE, ,  t>~O, (3) 
(2 + A~) - '=(2  + Aa) - ' IE~ 
for 2eo)+X o. 
and 
A, is an isomorphism of E~ +, onto E,. 
(t ~ e-tag) e C((0, oo ), 5e(Ea, E,)) 
Ile-ta~ll~,,(ea. e,)<<,c(~, fl  a, Mo) t o ~e or, t>0,  0>09. 
I f  A - 1 is compact, then E~ c~ E~. 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Ek be the completion of (E, I['[Ik) if k<0.  
Moreover we denote by Ak the Ek-realization of A if k/> 0, and the closure 
of A in Ek if k < 0. Finally we let 
E~:=(Ek, Ek+,)~ k, k<~<k+l, keY-, 
and denote by A~ the E~-realization of A, for k<a<k+ 1 and keY_. 
In the following c~ means compact injection. 
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Finally, let E be reflexive and let 
E # {( 
be the scale constructed as above, but starting with E # := E' and A # := A' 
and using the interpolation functors (., .)o ~, 0 < 0 < i. Then E~ is reflexive and 
(E,) '  = E~,  and (An)' = A ~_~. (9) 
Proof This follows from the results of [9, Appendix] and the above 
considerations. | 
COROLLARY 8.2. Let - oo < {1 < ~ < ~.  Then 
tlA:-Uall~(E#.E~)<<,c(~,[~,a, Mo) t t~-~- ' :  ', t>0,  v->co. 
Proof We deduce from (2) and (5) that 
IlA=e- '~#ll~(ea, e ) <~ c(~, #)]le-t~#ll ~(E#. E,+,). 
Hence the assertion follows from (7). | 
In general (E  ~, E~),/2 ~ E. However, the following theorem implies that 
(E_ I ,E , )~/2+,~E~(E_ I ,E~) I /Z_ , ,  0~<e<½. (10) 
For its proof we recall some facts from interpolation theory. 
If Xo and X~ are Banach spaces uch that X, ~ Xo, then 
(Xo, X , )o ,p~(Xo,  X1)O.q, l<~p~q<~,  0<0<1,  (11) 
and 
(XO. Xl),.p ~ ( Xo. Xl)O,1 ~ [Xo, Xl]O ~ ( Xo. X1)o. ~ ~ ( Xo. X1)~.p. (12) 
(XO, D(Bm) )o~/m,l ~ D(B ~) ~ (Xo, D(Bm))~,/.,, oo (13) 
for 0 < ~ < m and m e I~, where D(B p) is given the graph norm topology for 
/~e(0, ~)  (cf. [49, Theorem 1.15.2]). 
THEOREM 8.3. Suppose that - ~ < • < ~ < ~ and 0 < 7-  < 7 < Y + < 1. 
Then 
a (E. 
for 1 ~< p <~ ~ and 0 < ( < 0 < r/< 1. Moreover, if B e f~(Xo, M, a) for some 
a < 0, then the fractional powers B ~, ~ > 0, are well defined and 
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Proof. There are well-defined integers k < j such that k ~< g < k + 1 and 
j -  1 ~< fl < j. Observe that 
E,=D((Ak) ' -k) ,  ie2~, i>k,  
by Theorem 8.1. Hence we deduce from (13) that 
(Ek, Ej)(i-k)/O-k)., ~ E, ~ (Ek, Ej)o_k)/O_k). o~ (14) 
for k ~ i<~j and ie 2L Using (11), (14), the reiteration theorem for the real 
interpolation functor, and the definition of E, ,  it follows that 
(Ek, Ej)t~,_k)/O_k~., 
= (Ek, (Ek, El),/O-k), 1)~,-k, 1 ~ (Ek, Ek+ 1)~,-k, 1 
E~ ~ (Ek, Ek+ ,),-k. ~ ~ (El,, (Ek, Ej)l/O-,~), ~),-k.  oo 
(Ek, Ej)(~ k)/O-k),oo" (15) 
A similar argument shows that 
(E~, Ej)(#_k)O_k), 1~ Ea ~ (Ek, E:)(p-k)/O-k). ~. (16) 
By means of (11), (15), (16), and the reiteration theorem we see that 
(E~, Ea)r+ ~ ((Et,, E,)(~,--k)/(,_k), ~, (Ek, E:)~/~_,,)/~:_j,), ~)~+, 
= (El,, E,)(~,-k+r+~t~-~,WO-k~, ~. (17) 
We choose now ?' e (% ? + ) such that ~ - k + ?'(/~ - ~) 6 Z and an integer l 
such that ~ - k + ?'(/~ - ~) = / + s with 0 < s < 1. Then it follows from (12), 
(13), and (17) that 
(E,, Ea)r+ ~ (Ek, E:)( l+s)/( j_k),  1 ~ O((Ak)'+'). (18) 
Since (Ak)t+'= (Ak)'(Ak)t= (Ak+t)'(Ak) t, we deduce from the very same 
reference that D((Ak) t+s) = D((,4k+t)s). Consequently (18), (13), and (12) 
imply 
(E~,, Ea),+ ~D((Ak+,)')~ (E~+,, Ek+/+ l)s, 
(Ek +t, Ek +~+ ,), = Ek +t+t ~ Eo~o-~,)+av, 
where s > t i> (g - k + ? ( f l -  g ) -  l) v 0. This proves the left part of the 
assertion. The remaining part follows by similar arguments. | 
Remark 8.4. Observe that a+Aefq(E ,M,o~-o)~'~(E)  for ae~.  
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Hence, by replacing A by o + A for o > o~, we can define the Banach spaces 
E~,(a), ~ e R, as above. Then it is not difficult to see that E, = E~,(a), o~ ~ R 
(with equivalent norms). 
9. Linear Parabolic Cauchy Problems 
In the following T is a fixed positive number, J'~ = { (4 s); 0 ~< s< t ~< T}, 
and T~ is the closure of J'~ in R 2. 
If X and Y are normed vector spaces then 5~(X, Y) denotes the space of 
all continuous linear operators from X to Y, endowed with the strong 
topology, that is, the topology of pointwise convergence. Moreover, 
~(x)  := ~s(X, x). 
Let X be a Banach space and let {B(t); 0 ~< t ~< T} be a family of closed 
linear operators in X such that 2 e p ( -B( t ) )  for 2 >/a, some a e R, and all 
0 ~< t ~< T. Then U: T~ --* Ae(X) is said to be a parabolic fundamental solution 
(evolution operator) for {B(t); 0 <. t <~ T} on X if it satisfies (U1)-(U5) 
below: 
U(t, t) = id, 
ue C(T.~, ~(X))c~ C(~L,, ~e(X)). (U1) 
U(t , s )=U( t , t )U( t , s ) ,  O~s<~t<~t<~T. (U2) 
R(U(t ,s ) )~D(B(t ) ) ,  ( t ,s)eT~, 
(U3) 
[(t, s)~B(t) u(t, s)] e c (~,  ~(x)),  
and 
sup ( t -s ) l [B(t )  U(t, s)ll < ~.  
(t ,s)e ~'a 
Moreover, 
u(., s) e cl((s, T], ~(X)), O<~s < T, 
and 
01 U(t, s )= --B(t) U(t, s), ( t , s )~Ta.  
There exists a vector subspace Y of X with 
O(B(t)) c Y, 0 <<. t ~ T, 
(U[ Y)(t, .)~ C1([0, t), £,~(Y, X)), O<t~T,  
(U4) 
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and 
02 U(t, s)x = U(t, s) B(s)x, (t, s) ~ J'a, x ~ D(B(s)). 
[(t, s j~B( t )  U(t,s)(2+B(s))-~]~C(Ta,£~(X)),  2~>a. (U5) 
Any subspace Y of X satisfying the hypotheses given in (U4) is said to be a 
regularity subspace of U. 
If f :  [0, T] -o X then by a solution of the linear evolution equation 
( t+B(t)u=f(t) ,  O<t~T,  
we mean a function u~C([0, T],X) nC  ~((0,T],X) such that 
u(t) ~ D(B(t)) and fi(t) + B(t) u(t) = f(t), 0 < t ~< T. If, in addition, u(0) = x, 
then u is a solution of the (linear) Cauchy problem 
f i+B(t)u=f(t ) ,  O<t<~T, u(0) = x. (CP)x 
If u is a solution of (CP)~ with x ~ X and i f f~  C([0, T], X), then it is easily 
seen that 
u(t)=U(t,O)x+ U(t,z)f(z)dz,  O<~t~T, 
where U is any function satisfying (U1) and (U4) (cf. [47, Theorem 5.2.2]). 
Hence (U1) and (U4) imply already the uniqueness of parabolic fundamen- 
tal solutions (with any regularity subspace Y) as well as the fact that (CP)x 
has for each x ~ X and fe  C([0, T], X) at most one solution. Finally, since 
the homogeneous Cauchy problem t~ + B(t)u = O, 0 < t <~ T, u(0) = x has for 
each x ~ X at most one solution, we see that (U2) is a consequence of (U1) 
and (U4). 
Let now E be a Banach space. Then we assume that 
{A(t); 0 <~ t <~ T} is a family of closed and densely defined linear 
operators in E such that there exist constants Mo and a ~ R 
with p ( -A( t ) )~a + X o and [[(2+A(t))-ll[ ~<Mo/(1 +[2-a [ ) ,  
2+a+Xo,  0~<t~<T. (El) 
We denote for each t ~ [0, T] by 
{(E~(t), A~(t)); ~e R} 
the scale constructed in Section 8, starting with E and a + A(t). Then we 
assume that 
there exists a number ~ such that 
(E2)o 
Ea(t)=Ea(O)=:Ep, Ep_l(t)=Ea_~(O)=:Ep_l,  O<~t<<.T, 
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(equivalent norms). Moreover we assume that 
Ate- 1(') ~ C°([ 0, T], LP(Et~, Eta_ ~)) for some p E (0, 1 ). (E3)I~ 
Given these assumptions we have the following 
THEOREM 9.1. There exists a unique parabolic fundamental solution 
U¢_I on E~ i for {Aa_l(t);O<~ t<<, T}. It possesses Ea as regularity sub- 
space. 
Proof This follows immediately from Theorem 8.1 and the results of 
Sobolevskii 1-45] and Tanabe [46, 47] (cf. also [7]). | 
Suppose that (E2), and (E3), are satisfied for some a>fl. Then 
Theorem 9.1 guarantees the existence of a unique parabolic fundamental 
solution U,_I on E~_ 1 for {A,_l(t); O<~t<<,T}. The following lemma 
shows that U~_~ is simply the restriction (considered as a bounded 
operator in £,e(E~ 1)) of U~_I. 
LEMMA 9.2. Suppose that (E2), and (E3), are also satisfied for some 
or>ft. Then U~ 1 = Ut~_llE~_ t. 
Proof The proof of Theorem 9.1 shows that Ur_ l, where 7 e { ~,/~ }, is 
the solution of the integral equation 
s) = e -~'-')A,-t~') + I' Ur-l(t, z)[Ar_ l(s) - A~_ 1(~')] U~_ 1( t, 
as 
xe-(~-s)a,-'~S) dz, (t,s)e T~, 
in Y(E~_I). Hence the assertion follows from Theorem 8.1. | 
We strengthen now assumption (E2)t~ by assuming that 
there exists a perfect interval B c R such that 
Ea(t)=Ep(O)=:Ep, Ep_I(t)=Ea_I(O)=:Eo, O<~t<~T, fl~B. 
(E2) 
Similarly we strengthen (E3)~ by assuming that 
there exists p e (0, 1 ) such that 
A~_~(.) e C°([O, T], ~(Et~, E~_,)), //eB. 
(E3) 
Given assumptions (E1)-(E3) we consider for each/~e B and 
(s, x , f )  e [0, t)x Eta_, x C([0, T], E8_I) 
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the linear Cauchy problem in E,_  1: 
fi + A#_ l(t)u= f(t),  s < t <<. T, 
Hence if u is a solution of this problem then 
U(I) ~ Ufl_ 1(/, s )x  + Ufl 1 * f(t ,  s), 
where 
235 
u(s) = x. (CP)( .... f).a-1 
s<<.t~T, O) 
Ul~_l, f ( t , s ) :=  Up_ l ( t ,z ) f (z)dz,  ( t , s )eTa.  
The following theorem contains the basic solvability properties of 
(CP)( .... f), fl- 1" 
THEOREM 9.3. Suppose that a, fl c B satisfy 0 < a - fl < 1. 
(a) I f  
(s, x, f )~  [O, T)xEp_ ,x  [C([0, T] ,E ,  1)t3Ca([0, T ] ,Eo_ , ) ]  
for some 5 ~ (0,1), then (CP)¢ .... f l ,~-I has a unique 
u :=u( ' , s ,x , f ) .  
(b) I f  
then 
(s ,x , f )~[O,  T )xEpxC([O,  T],E~ 1), 
then 
u(., s, x, f )  c C( [s, T], Eta) c~ CI([s, T], Ea_,). 
l f  fl < 7 < a and 
(s, x, f )~  [O, T) x E~ l xC( [0 ,  T],E~_I),  
(c) 
solution 
(d) 
> 6, that E~ := E~(t) and E~ := E~(t) are independent o f t~ [0, T], and that 
(s, x, f )  c [0, T) × E~ × C( [0, T], E, x)- 
Then 
u(-, s, x , f )~  C~([s, T], E~). (3) 
u(., s, x, f )  ~ C((s, T], E~) c~ Cl((s, T], Er_ 1). 
Suppose that f l -1  < 6 <<. ~ <<. fl, thet O <<. e <<. ? - 5 with e < ? - 6 if 
505/72/2-4 
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Moreover the norm of u(., s, x, f )  in C~([s, T], Ea) is bounded by a constant 
depending only upon o~, [~, 7, 3, z, p, T, Mo, the Hflder norm of A#_ l('), and 
on M, where M is any number satisfying 
I[xIle~.+ max I[f(t)lfE~_~<~M. 
O <~ t <~ T 
Proof (a) and (b): Theorem 8.3 implies 
E, l~(Ea_ l ,Ea)o,  0<0<~- / / .  (4) 
Using this fact (a) follows from [7, Theorem4.1] and (b) from [7, 
Theorem 4.2 ]. 
(c) If s<s '<T we see from (a) that y := u(s', s, x, f )  eE ,~Er .  
Hence Lemma 9.2 and (b) imply 
u(., s', y, f )~  C([s', T], E~)c~ Cl([s ', T], E~_,), 
which gives the assertion. 
(d) Suppose that ~<?, fix q and q' with 6+l - f l<q '<~/< 
7+l - f l -~  and put 0 :=r /+~<l .  Then (1 -O) ( f l -1 )+Of l<7 and 
Theorem (8.3) implies 
. (Ep_1, Xo. 
Moreover, letting X := Ep_ 1 and X,  := (X. Xo),/o. it follows that 
Ilyllx <~ ellyll~x-"/°l[yl[~/°, yEXo. 
Hence X, is (X, X0)-compatible in the sense of [7]. Thus, due to (4), 
[7, Theorem 4.2] implies 
u(., s, x, f )e  C'([s, T], X,). (5) 
Since, by (8.11), (8.12), the reiteration theorem, and Theorem 8.2, 
X, = (Ep_ 1, (E#_ l, E#)o),/o~ (Ea_ I, (E#_ I, E#)o, ~)~/0, 
= (E~_ 1, E~),. ~ ~ (E~_ ,, E#),, ~ E~, 
it follows from (5) that (3) is true if 6 < ~,. If 6 = 7 assertion (3) follows, due 
to (4), directly from [7, Theorem 4.2]. The last part of the assertion is a 
consequence of [7, Remark 4.3]. | 
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10. Weak Solutions 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Then L~a2(Xx Y, C) denotes the Banach 
space of all continuous bilinear forms b: Xx Y~ C, where a norm on 
h°2(Xx Y, C) is given by 
Ilbll := sup{Ib(x, y)[; Ilxll ~< 1, IlYll ~< 1}. 
Observe that be ha2(Xx Y, C) iff there exists Be &a(y, X') with 
b(x,y)=<By, x>, (x ,y )eXxY ,  (1) 
and that 
Ilbl[ = Ilnll. (2) 
We assume now that 
E is a reflexive Banach space, (El) and (E2) are satisfied, and 
there exist p ~ (0, 1) and 
a(.) e CP([0, T], ~2(E~_axEa, C)), ~eB, (E) 
such that 
a(t)(v,u)=(v,A(t)u>, (u,v)eE,(t)xE~_a(t), O<<.t<~T, 
Observe that E~_tj:=E~t~(t) is independent of t for f leB, since 
E~_p= (Ea_l)' by Theorem 8.1. Observe also that we assume that a(.) is 
independent of fle B (in an obvious sense). 
LEMMA 10.1. For each te [0, T] and f l~B with f l~ 1 
a(t)(v, u) = <v, Ate_ l(t)u > = (A ~_~(t)v, u >, (u, v) ~ Etj x E L t~" 
By (1) and Theorem 8.1 there is a unique B( t )~(Ep ,  Etj_m) Proof 
satisfying 
a(t)(v, u)= <v, B(t)u>, (u, v)eEt~× E~_a. (3) 
Since A(t) = Ap_ ~(t) lEl(t) and E~(t) ~a Ea_ x by Theorem 8.1, we deduce 
from (E) and (3) that B(t) = Aa_ 1(0. Moreover, B'(t) ~ ~q~(E~_¢, E~_a) by 
Theorem 8.1, and 
a(t)(v,u)=(B'(t)v,u>, (u,v)~EtjxE~_t~. 
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Since (E) and El(t ) ~ E~ imply 
a(t)(v, u)= (A#(t)v, u), (u, v)~Ea×E~(t), 
we deduce, similarly as above, that B'(t)=A~p(t). I 
It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 10.1 and (3) that Assumption 
(E3) is satisfied. 
Suppose that fle B and 
(s, x , f )~  [0, T) x Eo_I x C([0, T], Et~_ ,), 
and consider the Cauchy problem 
i~+Ap_l(t)u=f(t), s<t<.T, u(s)=x. (CP)~ . . . .  s ) ,P  1 
Then a function u is said to be a weak solution (more precisely: an Ep-weak 
solution) of (CP)t .... rl, t~-I if 
u ~ C([s, r ] ,  Ep) 
and 
I ;  { ( -  49, u) + a(.)(~o, u)} dt = Is r (~o, f )  dt + (~o(s), x)  
for all 4o ~ C([s, T], E~_o)n Cl([s, T], E~p) satisfying ~o(T)=0. 
Any function ~o satisfying ~o(T)= 0 and the above regularity conditions will 
be called an admissible Ea-test function. 
The following theorem shows that, given slightly stronger regularity 
conditions for (x, f ) ,  weak solutions and solutions are the same. 
THEOREM 10.2. Suppose that ~, fl~ B satisfy 0 < ~ - fl < 1 and 
(s, x, f )  ~ [0, T) x Et~ × C([0, T], E,_  t). 
Then u is a weak solution of (CP)t .... f). ~- 1 lff u = u(., s, x, f ) .  
Proof Let u := u(-, s, x, f )  and let tp be an admissible Ea-test function. 
Then it follows from Theorem 9.3 that (~o, u) ~ C~([s, T], C) and 
(~o, u ) '=  (49, u)  + (q~, fi) = (49, u) + (~o, -Ap_ l ( . )u+f )  
= (49, u)  -a(.)(~o, u)+ (~o, f ) ,  
where we used Lemma 10.1 in the last step. By integrating this equality 
from s to T we see that u is a weak solution. 
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Observe now that, due to Lemma 10.1, Assumptions (E1)-(E3) are also 
satisfied if we replace E by E #, the family {A(t); 0 ~< t ~< T} by {A#(T - t); 
O<~t<~T}, and B by B # := { l - f l ; f l eB} .  Then Theorem 9.3 guarantees 
for each x'eE~_a and each geC([O, T], C) a unique solution 
~o~ C(I-0, T], E~_a)c~ C1([0, T], E~p) of the Cauchy problem in E~a, 
(b+A~t~(T- t )~k=g(T- t )x  ', 0<t~<T, ~b(0)----0. 
Hence, letting q~(t):= ~k(T-t), 0 <~ t <~ T, it follows that 
¢p e C([0, T], E~_t~ ) n C1([-0, T], E~t~) (4) 
and that ¢p solves the backward Cauchy problem 
-(o+a#~(t)~o=g(t)x ', O<~t<T, ~0(T)=0. (5) 
Suppose now that u is a weak solution of (CP) t ..... s),a-l .  Then the first 
part of this proof implies that u-u(. ,  s ,x , f )  is a weak solution of 
(CP)ts. o,o). a 1. Hence we have to show that v e C([s, T], Etj ) and 
f r { _ ~b, v) + a(-)(cp, x) } ( dt 0 (6) 
for all admissible Ea-test functions imply v = 0. By Lemma 10.1 Eq. (6) can 
be rewritten as 
f f  ( -~b + A~t~(.)¢ p,v) dt=O. (7) 
By (4) the solution of (5) is an admissible Ea-test function. Hence (7) 
implies 
x', g(t) v(t) dt = (g(t) x', v(t)) dt = 0 
for all x 'e  E~_ t~ and g ~ C([0, T], C). Since E~ p is dense in E~t~ = (Ep)', it 
follows that 
f f  g(t) v(t) dt = 0 
for all geC([O, T], C), which implies v=O. | 
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11. Abstract Linear lnitial Boundary Value Problems 
Throughout this section we assume that 
Assumptions (A1) and (A4) are satisfied, Sto( t) ~ L,a(~W l, "/U) and 
~¢ o ~ ( t ) ~ ~ ( ~t//'~ , ~IU~ ) satisfy for each t ~ [0, T] Assumptions 
(A2) and (A3), 
d ( - )e  C([0, T], ,~(W 1, W)), ,3~#(-) e C([0, T], ,L~e(W~,, W#)), 
~-(.) := (~(.), ,e(.)) ~ c([o, T], ~(W ~, ~W' × G W')), 
9-*(.) := (~*(.), ~¢*(.)) ~ c([o, T], ~e(w'., OW'. x~, w~.)), 
and J-(t) and Cg #(t) satisfy for each tE [0, T] Assumptions 
(A5) and (A6). (AP1) 
We use, of course, the notations and conventions of Sections 2 and 6 with 
the obvious t-dependence and assume that 
Assumption (E) is satisfied for E = W, and B ~ [0, 1 ]. (AP2) 
Observe that 
E=(t)=W~tt), E~(t) =W=#~*~t), 0~<t~<T, 0~<ct~<l. 
To have a consistent notation we put therefore 
W~o:=E~(t),  W~,~, ) :=E~(t ) ,  ~eR,  O<~t<~T, 
and 
provided the later spaces are independent of t. Observe that (AP2) implies, 
in particular, that Assumption (A7) is also satisfied independently of 
t e [0, T]. Hence we deduce from Theorem 6.3 that 
~o(-) := (a + ~,(.), ~(.))-11 
{o} × c~w -1 +2o~ c(I-O, T], ff(,~ W-'  +:o, Wo)), o<<.o<~1. (l) 
The definition of ~'0 implies immediately that 
~(t )=~a( t ) l~W -1+2~, O<<.fl<a<.l,O<.t<<.T. (2) 
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We fix now 
for each/ /e  B a closed linear subspace 8o W- ~ + zt~ of 0 W- ~ + 2t~ 
such that 0o W- ~ + 2= ~ 0o W ~ + 2~ for ~ > fl, and such that 
~(t)(ao w- '  + ~) = w~ 
for 04t~< T. 
Observe that the results of Section 4 imply 
~#(t)e~f(n(s]# (t) ),8, W~ ') n &f( W~, 8, W~ ). 
Hence, by interpolation, 
¢#(t)~SF((D(z~#(t)), W~)~, O,W~'+:°), 0<0<1,  
where 
Thus 
01W~I +20 := (01W~I Ol W#)01, #.
(a, w;,l +~°)' = ((a, wT,')', (G w~)')o=(aw', oW')o 
= ( OW-1, OW1)1-0 ~-- Owl-20 
(3) 
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(4) 
However, since (D(~#(t ) ) ,  W#)l_~ q l  # W~ -~ and W~-~,~W~ -t we 
cannot conclude that 
[(y,x)--,(cg#(t)y,x)a]¢oLf2(W~-~t3~xOW-l+2P, C), (6) 
even if we knew that W~a,  were a closed linear subspace of W~-P. For 
this reason we assume that 
[(y, x) ~ (~# (t)y, x )a ]  ~ £f2(W~s~a~ x 0o W -1 +2a, C) 
for each fl e B and t e [0, T]. (AP3) 
Observe that (AP3) is weaker than (6) since we require x to belong to 
0o W -1 + 2~ 
[(y,x)~_+(c~#(t)y,x)o]e£f2((D(~#(t)), W#)l_a x  # 0W-I+2a, C). 
for 0<0 < 1 by the definitions of the various "boundary spaces" in 
Section 1, the reflexivity of these spaces, and the duality properties of the 
real and complex interpolation functors. Hence we see from (4) and (5) 
that 
(5) 
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We assume now that fl ~ B and that 
( s ,x , ( fg ) )e [O,T )xW~-~xC( [O,T ] ,  W~-lxOoW-l+2~), (7) 
and we put 
F~_l(t) :=f(t)+(a+A~_,(t))~B(t)g(t) ,  O~t<~T. (8) 
Observe that 
Ft~-i e C( [0, T], W~,~ -1 ). (9) 
Hence we can consider the Cauchy problem in W~-1: 
ft+A~_l(t)u=F~_l(t), s<t<<.T, u(s)=x. (CP)( .... ~ ,).~-1 
On the other hand we can write down (formally) the initial boundary value 
problem 
fi + d ( t )u= f(t), s < t <~ T, 
~(t)u = g(t), (IBVP)~, ~ 
u(s )  = x.  
By a weak solution (more precisely: a W~-weak solution) of (IBVP)t~. x) we 
mean a function 
u e C((s, T], W$) satisfying 
f r u) + a(.)(q~, u)} 
dt 
=fr  { (~o, f )  + (qe(.)rp, g)o} at+ (~p(s), x)  
for each admissible W~-test function q~. 
The following crucial lemma connects the above Cauchy problem with 
(IBVP)(~, x). 
LEMMA 11.1. U is a weak solution of (IBVP)~s,,) iff u is a weak solution 
of(CP)t . . . .  F$-I), fl-- 1" 
Proof The assertion will follow if we show that 
(y , f ( t ) )  + (q~'(t) y, g(t))~ = (y, Fa_l(t)), 
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hence that 
(~#(t)  y, g(T))a = <y, (a+A/3_l(t))~l/~(t)g(t)> (10) 
for 0~<t~< Tand y~ W1%P~. 
Let t e [0, T] be fixed and suppose that y 6 14~-~#(t). Then Theorem 8.1 
implies 
< Y, (a + A~- l(t)) ~( t )  g(t) > = < (~ + Al~_~(t)) y, ~B(t) g(t) > 
= <(tT+A#(t))y, ~,(t)g(t)> 
= < (tr + s l  # (t)) y, ~t,(t) g(t) >. 
Hence the generalized Green's formula of Theorem 4.1 gives 
< y, (tr + A#_I (t)) ~p(t) g(t)) = < y, (a + ~7(t)) ~#(t) g(t)> 
+ (c~#(t)y,~(t)~l#(t)g(t))a,  (11) 
due to the fact that 
~l#(t) g(t) ~ (~(~ (t), W 1)~ c D(sJ(t)) 
by Theorem 6.1. Since, by the very definition of #tp, 
(~r + ~7(t)) #t#(t) g(t) = O, ~(t)  ~lt~(t ) g(t) = g(t), 
it follows from (11) that 
<y, (tr+A~_l(t) ) :~(t)g(t)> = <~#(t)y,  g(t))a (12) 
for every y~ W2~-ff~(,). Now (10) is a consequence of (12), the density 
of W2#ff#~n in W~,~a~, Assumption (AP3), and the fact that 
g(t)~Oo W-l+21j I 
12. Abstract Semilinear Initial Boundary Value Problems 
Throughout this section we suppose that 
Assumptions (API)-(AP3) are satisfied. 
Moreover we suppose that 
~, fl ~ B satisfy ~ > [I, D is a nonempty open subset of  W~, and 
(f, g)e C°'~-([0, T]×D,  W~-l × 0o W-l+z'). (AP4) 
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Then we consider for each (s, x) e [0, T) × D the abstract semilinear initial 
boundary value problem 
fi + ~( t )u= f(t, u), 
~(t)u = g(t, u), 
s<t<.T,  
(SIBVP){s. x) 
u(s)=x. 
By a solution u of (SIBVP)ts, x ) on J we mean a W~-weak solution of 
(SIBVP),, ~ on J, that is, a function 
u e C(J, D), where J is a perfect subinterval of Is, T] containing 
s, such that 
f '  {-<(o,u) +a(.)(q~,u)) dt 
s r" { (q) , f ( . ,  (¢#( ) tp ,  g(-, u))a} dt+ (q~(s), x )  
for every T' e ) := J~{s} and every 
~o~ C([s, T'], w~-fi )c~ C'([s, T'], W;,$,) 
satisfying q~(T') = O. 
A solution u is maximal if there is no solution which is a proper extension 
of u. In this case J is a maximal interval of existence for (SIBVP)~s" x). If 
J = Is, T], then u is a global solution. 
Due to our preparations it is now easy to prove the following general 
existence, uniqueness, and continuity 
THEOREM 12.1. The semilinear &itial boundary value problem 
(SIBVP)~s. x)possesses for each (s, x)~ [0, T) x D a unique maximal solution 
u(., s, x) ~ C(J(s, x), D), and the maximal interval of existence J(s, x) is 
open in [s, T]. Moreover 
~(s) := {(t, x )e  Is, T] x D; t e J(s, x)} 
is open in Is, T]× W~ and u(.,.s, . )eC° ' l - (~(s ) ,D)  for every fixed 
s ~ [0, T). 
Proof Let 
f#_  l(t,-) := f ( / , -  ) + (a + Ate_ l(t)) ~#(t) g(t," ), O<~t<~T, 
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and observe that Fp_ ~ • C O, ~- ( [0, T] x D, W~-- ~), due to the fact that 
(a+A~ l(t))~(t)g(t,.)=(a+A~_l(t))~g~(t)g(t,.), O<~t<~T, (1) 
by (11.1)-(11.3) and Theorem8.1. It follows from Lemmal l .1  that 
u•C([s,T'],W~), where s<T'<<.T, is a solution of (SIBVP)(~.~) on 
[-s, T'] iff u is a weak solution of 
(:+Aa l(t)v=Fa_l(t,u(t)), s<t<,T', v(s)=x. (2) 
Hence Theorem 10.2 implies that u is a solution of (SIBVP)(s. x) on J iff u is 
a solution of the integral equation 
u(t)=Ua_,(t,s)x+ Ua_t(t,z)Fts_l(Z,u(z))dz, t•J, (3) 
in B~. From (1) and Lemma 9.2 we deduce that (3) is equivalent to the 
integral equation 
u(t)=U~_l(t,s)x+ U~_l(t,z)F~_l(Z,u(z))dz, t~J ,  (4) 
in W{. Let now X:= W~ -1, Y:= W~, and U:= U~_I. Then the 
assumptions of [5, Theorems 2.3 and 4.2] are satisfied and these theorems 
imply the assertions. I 
COROLLARY 12.2. U( ", S, X) is the unique maximal solution of the integral 
equation 
u(t)=U~_l(t,s)x+ U,_l(t,z)F~_l(z,u(z))dz, t•J, 
in C(J, W~), and 
u(., s, x) • CO(s, x), w~) c~ c~(J(s, x), w~- 1). 
Proof This follows from (4), (2), and Theorem 9.3. | 
Let X be a metric space, let t +:X~(0 ,~] ,  and put 
:=0x~x [0, t+(x) )x  {x}. Then a map to :~Xis  said to be a (local) 
semiflow on X if ~ is open in R + x X, to • C(~, X), t0(0, .) = idx, and if 
0 ~< s < t + (x) and 0 ~< t < t + (to(s, x)) imply s + t < t + (x) and to(t, to(s, x)) = 
to(s + t, x). If t + (x) = oo for all x • X then to is a global semiflow on X. For 
each x e X the set 7+(x) := {to(t, x); 0~< t < t+(x)} is the (positive) orbit 
through x and t+(x) is the positive xit time ofx  (cf. [3, 14] for the general 
theory of semiflows). 
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THEOREM 12.3. Suppose that (d ,  ~)  and (f, g) are independent of t. 
Then the autonomous semilinear initial boundary value problem 
a + ~¢u= f(u), ~u= g(u), u(0)=x (S) 
has for each x6D a unique maximal solution u( . ,x)eC([O,  t+(x)),D), 
where 0 < t + (x) <~ c~. Moreover 
:= {(t, x )e~+ ×D;O<~t<t+(x)} 
is open in R + x D and u(., • ): ~ --* D is a semiflow on D such that u(., • ) 
C o, 1- (~, D). I f  A has a compact resolvent and (f, g) e 
C 1- (D, W~- J x Oo W-  1 + 2~) is bounded on bounded sets then bounded orbits 
of the semiflow u( .,. ) are relatively compact. 
Proof. The first part of the assertion is an easy consequence of 
Theorem 12.1 and the autonomous nature of the problem (cf. also [5, 
Theorem 5.1]). Suppose now that ?+(x) is a bounded orbit of u(-, .). Then 
there exists a constant M such that 
sup HF,_,(u(t,x))llw~-,<~M, 
O~t<t+(x) 
due to the boundedness of (f, g) on y+(x), and due to ~,e  
Aa(0o W-1+2~, W~), A~_ je~(W~,  W~-I), and W~ W~ -1. Let 
s6(O,t+(x)) and ye(p,~) be fixed. Since u( . ,x )eC( [O ,s ] ,W~) ,  it 
follows that u([O,s],x) is compact in W~. Corollary l2.2 implies 
y := u(s, x) e W~ ~ W~. Hence we deduce from Theorem 9.3(d) (by replac- 
ing there/~ by 7) that u(., y)~ C([0, t+(y)), W~) and that y+(y) is boun- 
ded in W~. If A has a compact resolvent, Theorem 8.1 implies W~ c~ W~. 
Hence ?+(y) is relatively compact in W~. Thus the relative compactness 
of the bounded orbit 7+(x) in W~ follows from the fact that 
~+(x)=u([O,s],x)vy+(y). I 
If the orbit 7+(x) is relatively compact, then the general theory of 
semiflows implies that t+(x)= c~, that the w-limit set co(x) of x is non- 
empty, compact, connected, invariant, and that u(t, x )~ w(x) as t ~ 
(e.g., [3, Korollar 10.13 and Theorem 17.2]). Thus Theorem 12.3 implies in 
particular that u(., x) is a global solution of (5), that is t+(x)= ~,  ifA has 
a compact resolvent, (f, g) are bounded on bounded sets, and if 
sup Ilu(t, x)ll wp< ~,  
0~< t < t+(~:) 
that is, if we know a priori that u(., x) is uniformly bounded in W~. The 
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following theorem gives a much more general global existence result. In 
this connection we let 
t+ (s, x ) :=supJ (s ,  x) 
for each (s, x) e [0, T) × D. 
THEOREM 12.4. Suppose that ( s ,x )~[O,T)xD,  that t+(s ,x )<T,  and 
that ( f ,g ) (graphu( . , s ,x ) )  is bounded in W~-lX0o W-1+2" Then 
u( t , s ,x )~ y~ W~\D as t ~ t+(s,x). 
Proof This follows from [5, Theorem3.1] and the proof of 
Theorem 12.1. I 
COROLLARY 12.5. I f  D = W~ and (f, g)(graph u(., s, x)) is bounded in 
W~ 1 x 0 o W 1 + 2~, then u(., s, x) is a global solution. 
In many cases the following simple criterion can be used to show that 
u(., s, x) is a global solution. 
PROPOSITION 12.6. Suppose that D = W~, that (s, x) ~ [0, T) x W~, and 
that 
Hf(t, Y)II ~ '  + II g(t, Y)l] aw-~ +2, ~< c(1 + II YH wPj) (6) 
for all (t, y) ~ graph u(., s, x). Then u(., s, x) is a global solution. 
Proof Assumption (6) implies an estimate of the form 
41F~ t(t, Y) l [w~-~c( l  + lIyilw~), (t, y )egraphu( . , s ,x ) .  
Hence the assertion follows from [5, Proposition 3.4] and the proof of 
Theorem 12.1. | 
We apply now Proposition 12.6 to the autonomous emilinear initial 
boundary value problem. Thus we assume that 
(~,  g )  and (f, g) are independent of t, D = W~, x • W~, and 
u(-, x) is the maximal solution of the autonomous initial boun- 
dary value problem 
fi + ~u= f(u),  ~u= g(u), u(O)= x. (7) 
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Then we have the following 
COROLLARY 12.7. Let (7) be satisfied and suppose that for each T> 0 
there exists a constant c( T) such that 
Ilf(u( t, x ) )ll w~ ~ + I[ g(u( t, x) )ll~w ~. 2~ 
<~c(T)(l+]lu(t,x)l]wp), O<~t<T^ t+(x). 
Then t+(x)= ~.  
The above corollary gives a sufficient condition for the orbit ? + (x) to 
"exist for all time." The following theorem shows that slightly more restric- 
tive hypotheses guarantee that ?+(x) is also bounded. 
THEOREM 12.8. Let (7) be satisfied and suppose that there exist constants 
c > 0 and v ~ (0, 1 ) such that 
[If(u(t, x))ll w~ ' + [I g(u(t, x))[Iow-~+2, 
~<c(1 + Ilu(t, x)]] ~G), 0~<t< t+(x). (8) 
Moreover suppose that A e f¢(W,M,  O9 ) for some o9<0. Then t+(x)= 
and ~+(x) is bounded in W~. 
Proof. First we observe that (8) and Corollary 12.7 imply t+(x)= o~. It 
follows from Corollary 12.2 and the fact that (~¢, 8 )  is independent of t 
that u(t) := u(t, x), 0 <<, t < t+(x), satisfies the integral equation 
fo u(t)=e tA~-Ix~I- e-(t-~)A~-lFa_l(U(T))d~, t>~O, (9) 
in W~. Theorem 8.1 implies e-ta' - 'x=e-tA~x, AaEfC(W~, M, o9) and 
lie 'A ' - ' ] I~- ,  w¢~)<~c t-~IJ-'+l)eat, t>0, 
where a t  (o9, 0) is fixed. Moreover we deduce from (8) and Theorem 8.1 
that 
I}F~_l(U(t))llw,~-,<~c(1 + Ilu(t)ll~), t>~0. 
Consequently we obtain from (9) the estimate 
fo ea(t- O llu(t)llwc<~Me°~t[Ixllwe+e ( t _ r )a_ ,+ l  (1 + [lu(z)l[~we)& 
fo ~ e °s <~c+c s l _~,_ , )ds ( l+  sup Ilu(r)ll~) 
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for 0 ~ t ~< t' < oo. Hence, letting 
~(t') := sup 
0~<t~< 
Ilu(t)ll ~ ,  t'>0, 
t'
we see that ~(t')<~ c(1 + ~(t')v), where the constant c is independent of t'. 
Since v< 1, the last inequality implies ¢(t')<~c independently of t'>O, 
which implies the assertion. | 
Remark 12.9. The assumption that A ~ (#( W, M, co) for some to < 0 is 
equivalent o the assumption that 
a( -A)c  {2~C;Re 2<0},  (10) 
where a ( -A)  denotes the spectrum of -A .  This follows easily from the 
fact that A e~(W)  and the spectral mapping theorem for analytic 
semigroups (e.g., [42, Proposition A-III, 1.1 and Corollary A-III, 6.7]), 
and from the fact that a ( -A )cC\L 'o  for some ~9~(0, n/2) if (10) is 
satisfied (which together with (10) implies a( - A) c {2 ~ C; Re 2 ~< to } for 
some to < 0). 
So far we have only assumed that (f, g) is locally Lipschitz continuous 
in the second variable. If we require uniform Lipschitz continuity on boun- 
ded sets then we can prove the following blow up result. 
THEOREM 12.10. Suppose that D = W~ and that, for each bounded subset 
B of W~, there exists a constant 2 such that 
[If(t, y)- - f ( t ,  z)l[ ~ ,  + 1[ g(t, y ) -  g(t, z)l[ooW-~+2, 
~<2Hy-zll, y, zeB,  O<~t<~ T.
Moreover suppose that (s, x) ~ [0, T) x W~ and t+ (s, x) := sup J(s, x) < T. 
Then []u(t, s, x)ll ~ ~ ~ as t --, t+(s, x). 
Proof Let the assertion be false. Then there exist a constant N and a 
sequence tk ~J(s, x) such that tk ~ t+(s, X) and Ilu(tk, s, x)[I we~ < N for 
k ~ N. Let B := { y s W~; II Yll w~ ~< N + 1 }. Then there exist constants 2 and 
M such that 
[[F~_l(t,y)-F~_t(t,z)llw~-l<~211y-zllw~, y, zeB,  t~[O,T], 
and 
][F~_l(t,y)llw~j-,<~M, (t,y)~[O, T JxB.  
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Hence, by applying [5, Proposition 2.1] to the integral equation 
u(t) = U,_  l(t, tk) u(tk, s, x) 
~t  + g~_l(t,z)F~_l(z,u(z))dz, ke~l, t~[tk, T], 
k 
it follows easily that the solution u( -, s, x) exists on [s, tk + 6] c~ Is, T] for 
each keN,  where 6>0 is independent of k. But this contradicts 
t+(s, x) < T and the maximality of J(s, x). I 
For simplicity we have assumed that D = W~. We leave it to the reader 
to prove the corresponding result in the general case. 
IV. SECOND ORDER PARABOLIC INITIAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
13. Second Order Parabolic Systems 
Throughout this section we use the notations and conventions of 
Section 3. Then we assume that 
d (x ,  t, ~)u := -Oj(a,k(., t) Oku) + aj(., t) Oju + ao( ", t)u 
is block-triangular uniformly strongly elliptic for each t ~ [0, T], 
and 
~(x, t, O)u := 5(alk(- , t) VJ OkU + b( ., t)U) + (1 --6)U. 
The block structure, the ellipticity constant, and the diagonal 
matrix 6 are independent of t. 
l<p<o% n(pvp')<~<~oo, 0<p<l ,  
[ t~  ajk(., t)] ~ c~([0, T], w~(~, ~(c~'))), 
[tv-~at(., t)] E C"([0, T], W~((2, 5e(CU)), 
It v-~ b(., t)] e Co(J0, r ] ,  W~- l/o(Og2, &P(CJV)) 
for l <~j,k <<.n, O<<.l<~n. (P1) 
Observe that we can choose Po and Pl as in Section 3 such that Po v pl < ~, 
and that 
W~(~, .~(C") ) ~ C"(~, .~(C") ), 
(1) 
w~_-,/~(0~, ~(c" ) )  ~ L~(~,  ~e(cN)), 
where p := 1-n/gt>(l/p) v (1/p'). 
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We define a t-dependent bilinear form 
a(t): 14~e,-Sxl4'-~C, O<~t<<.T, 1 /p<s<l+l /p ,  
by 
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a(t)(v, u):=Ia [ ( Ojv, ajk(', t) OkU ) + ( v, aj(., t) O,u + ao(., t)u ) ] dx 
+ f~a (v, fib(., t)u> dcr, (2) 
where the last integrand has to be interpreted in the sense of traces, of 
course. The fact that a(t) is well defined for each se(1/p, l+ l /p )  is a 
consequence of the following 
LEMMA 13.1. a(.)~CP([0,  T], L~2(W~p-SX Wp, C) ) fo r  every s~(1/p, 
1 + 1/p). 
Proof We put, as usual, 
Wqr'.=Wqr(~'~,CN):r----[Wq,] ', 0~<r<o% l<q<o% 
and observe that 
OjeSf(W~, W~-~)n~(14~p, -~, W1,-~), 1/p<s<l + l/p (3) 
(e.g., [27, Theorem 1.4.4.6]). Moreover we note that 
(Ojv, ajk( ", t) OkU) = (a~(., t) OjV, OkU) (4) 
and 
(v, aj(., t) Oju>= (a~( . ,  t)v, Oju). (5) 
Hence, by using the left side of (4) and (5) if s>~ 1 and the right side 
if s< l ,  and by observing the fact that 1/p '<2-s<l+l /p '  if 
lip < s < 1 + I/p, the assertion is an easy consequence of (1), of (3), and of 
the well-known fact that l~q = Wq, whence W~ r = ( Wq)', for 1 < q < oo and 
0~<r< 1/q. | 
In the following we let d(t)u := ~¢(x, t, 0)u and ~(t)u := ~(x, t, 0)u for 
U~ W 1 := l~p. 
LEMMA 13.2. Assumptions (AP1) and (AP2) are satisfied with 
B := {fl~R; 1 /p<2f l< 1 + I/p}. 
Proof The validity of (AP1) is an easy consequence of 
505/72/2-5 
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Assumption (P1) and of the results of Section 3. Theorem 3.2 implies 
immediately that (El) is true (with E := W := Le). From formulas (7.4) 
and (7.5) we deduce that (E2) is satisfied. Since (7.4) and (7.5) show also 
that W~ and W~J~ are closed linear subspaces of I4~/and ~. -2a,  respec- 
tively, if fl e B, Lemma 13.1 implies 
a(-)e cq[o, T],~:(W'~-d, x W$, C)), fl~a. 
Gauss' theorem and the fact that (1 -6)v lOg2=O for ve W~,-~a, give 
a(t)(v,u)=<v,A(t)u), (u,v)eW~(t)xW~-~. 
Hence (E) and, consequently, (AP2) are satisfied. | 
It should be remarked that, for the sake of simplicity, we imposed 
slightly stronger egularity assumptions than necessary. We leave it to the 
reader to give more general regularity conditions under which Lemma 13.2 
is true, and which are analogous to the ones of Section 3. 
Recall from (7.6) and (3.20) that 
N 
°= H H c). 
FeFr=l  
0~0~1.  
We put 
OoW-'+2°:=Ool4~/:={ue~W~fl;(1-f)u=O}, 0~<0~<1, (6) 
so that ~o W ~ + 20 is obviously a closed linear subspace of O W- ~ + 20, which 
is nontrivial if 6 # 0. Moreover, 0o W-  t + 2, ~ 0o W- ~ + 2a for 0 .%< fl ~< ~ .%< 1. 
LEMMA 13.3. ~a( t)( Oo W- l + za) c W~ for O <. t <. T and fl e B. Moreover, 
(AP3) is satisfied and 
<(g#(t)y,x>~=<yldl2, x>o, (x,y)sOoW-l+2PxW~-~P~, fleB. (7) 
Proof Let X~00W -1+2~ and u(t) :=~t~(t)x. Then u(t)e 
(D(~(t)) ,  Wl)~c W p and 
~(t) u(t)=O, ~(t) u(t)=x (8) 
by the definition of ~a(t) in (11.1) and by Theorem 6.1. Since (i -b )x  = 0, 
we deduce from (8) that (1 - 6) u(t) 13(2 = 0. Hence u(t) e W~ by (7.4). This 
proves the first assertion. (7) follows from the definition of 0o W-~+2a and 
from (3.25). The validity of (AP3) is an obvious consequence of (7). | 
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We assume now that 
~, fl~ B are f ixed with ~ > fl, 
(F, G1)E C°'1-([0, T] x W t~, Wb-' x do W-'+2"), 
and 
go: 0g2 x [0, T] ~ C N 
such that go = w l ~12 × (0, T] for some 
weC([0,  T], W' )nC ' ( [0 ,  T], W~ ~), 
where we identify w(t)e  W ~ as usual with w(., t)e W ~. Then we put 
G :=G~+(1-6)go  
and consider the semilinear parabolic initial-boundary value problem 
fi + d (x ,  t, O)u= F(t, u), 
~(x ,  t, O)u = G(t, u), 
u(x, s) = Uo(X), 
(x, t)~12 x (s, T], 
(x, t) s 0(2 × (s, T], 
XE g2, 
where (s, Uo) ~ [0, T) x W~ is given. We put 
f ( t ,  v) := F(t, v + w(t)) - ~(t) - ~[(x, t, O) w(t) 
and 
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(P2) 
(9) 
(SPIBVP)(s, ~) 
(lO) 
g(t, v) := Gl(t, v + w(t)) - 6~(x,  t, O) w(t) (11) 
for (t ,v)e [-0, T] x W~. Then u is said to be a (W~-weak) solution of 
(SPIBVP)Is, uo) on J iff u = v + w I J, where v is a solution on J of 
f ;+d( t )v=f ( t ,  v) 
s<t<<.T, 
~( t )v  = g(t, v), (SIBVP)~s, ~o) 
v(s) = Vo 
in W~ with Vo := Uo - w(0). Observe that with the above definition of ( f  g) 
Assumption (AP4) is satisfied with D = W~. 
Hence the concept of a solution of (SPIBVP)ts ' ~o) is well defined. It seems 
worthwhile to formulate this concept explicitly in the present setting in the 
following 
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PROPOSITION 13.4. 
and 
and 
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u is a solution of (SPIBVP)(s, ,o~ on J iff 
u e C(J, rv~), u(s) = Uo 
(1-6)u( t ) lOf2=(1- f )go( . , t ) ,  teJ ,  
(127 
(13) 
<~o(t), ~¢(t)wit)> = a(t)(q,(t), w( t ) ) -  < q~(t), ~(t )  w(t)>o 
by Gauss' theorem and the fact that (1 - 6 )  q~( t ) lOQ = 0. Hence 
fs ~ { Qp, f ( . ,  v)> + <q~, g(., V)>d} dt 
=fs r' {<¢p, F(-, u)> + <¢p, G(., U)>d} dt 
- {-<(o,w>+a(.)(~o,w)}dt+<~o(s),w(s)>. 
and that 
f f '  { - <~b, + a(.)(9, u)} u> dt 
=;f '{(qg, F(.,u)>+<q~,G(.,ul)e}dt+<q~(sl, uo) (14) 
for every T' e ) and every admissible W~-test function q~. 
I f  u is a solution on J then 
u-weC'(y, w~-'). (15) 
Proof By definition, u is a solution of (SPIBVP)~s, ~o~ iff v := u - w is a 
solution of (SIBVP)(s, oo) on J in W t~. By Theorem 10.2 and Lemma 11.1 the 
latter is the case iff v e C(J, W ~) and 
f~  - v> + v)} ,it { <(o, a(.)( ~o, 
= {<~o,f ( . ,v)>+<q),g( . ,v)>o}dt+<~o(s) ,vo> (16) 
for every T' e )  and every admissible W~-test function q~. Observe that 
<o, ~'> dr= - <(o, w> , i t -  <e(s), w(s)> 
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By inserting this identity in (16), we see that (16) is equivalent to (14). This 
proves the first assertion. The second assertion is a consequence of 
Theorem 9.3(b). | 
Due to the above considerations all results of Section 12 are--via 
problem (SIBVP)(s. ~,o)--applicable to (SPIBVP)(,. u0), and these results give 
unique maximal weak solutions in the sense of (12~(14). 
For the sake of simplicity we have restricted our considerations to the 
case that D = W~. However, it is clear that it suffices if f and g in (10) and 
(11), respectively, are defined on an open subset D of W~ only. 
Finally it should be noted that A has a compact resolvent. This follows 
from the boundedness of 12, which implies that ~ is compactly imbedded 
in Lp. 
14. Local Nonlinearities 
Throughout his section we presuppose Assumption (P1). 
In the preceding section we have obtained maximal existence theorems 
for semilinear parabolic initial boundary value problems provided the non- 
linearities atisfy the general hypothesis (P2). In particular F and GI are 
allowed to be nonlocal operators. Problems of this type involving nonlocal 
operators occur in many applications in natural sciences or in control 
theory, for example. In the present section we consider the important 
classical case where F and G1 are local operators induced by functions. For 
this we assume that 
fff C°' 1((g2 x 1-0, T])x (CN x C'~V), CN), 
gt~C°"-((a l2x [0, T] )xC u, C u) 
and there ex&t a constant v~ [1, 1 + p/n), an increasing function 
m:N+~R+,  and a function OeC(R+,R+) ,  satisfying 
~b(O) = O, such that 
103f(x, t, ~, q) ~<m(]~l)(1 + Iql~), 
IO4f(x, t, ~, r/)] ~< m(]~l)(1 + I?~lv- 1), 
and 
If(x, t, ~, r l)-- f(x, t', ~, q)l ~< m(l~l)(1 + Irtl ~) Ip(lt- t'l) 
for xe~,  t, t' e [0, T], and (~, .)e C~'x c "N. (N) 
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Here and in the following differentiability is always to be understood in the 
real sense, that is, C k = ~k + i~k has to be identified with R 2k and Ojf is 
then the partial derivative in the Fr6chet sense. Equivalently, 
O¢f(x, t, ~, t l)h=lim~oo.~ R I f(x,  t, ~ + zh, t l ) - f (x ,  t, ~, q)]/z for hsC  ~, 
etc. 
Observe that we can restrict ourselves without loss of generality to 
the complex case since ¢peC~(R k, W) can be naturally identified with 
an element of Ct(C k, C t) by putting ¢p(,~ + itl) := ¢p(~) for ~ + i n ~ ~ + 
iR k = C k. 
LEMMA 14.1. Let C := C(O, C N) and C(Of2) := C(0~, C u) and suppose 
that q, r ~ [ 1, oo ) satisfy rv ~ q. Then 
and 
f ~ C O`  1-([0, T] × (Cx (Lq)"), L,) 
~, 6 C °' 1-([0, T] × C(OO), C(c~g-2)), 
and the Lipschitz continuity is uniform on bounded sets, where flt, u, v )(x ) := 
f(x, t, u(x), v(x)) for (u, v) e Cx  (Lq)" and x¢ ~, and #,l(t, u)(x) := 
gl(x, t, u(x)) for u ~ C(OO) and x ~ OO. 
Proof. By the mean value theorem (in integral form) 
f (x,  t, ~, q)- - f (x ,  t, ~', tl') 
= f(x,  t, ~, t l ) -  f (x,  t, ~', tl) + f(x,  t, ~', q ) -  f(x,  t, ~', q') 
-- [03f(x, t, ~' + s(~-- ¢'), r / )(¢- ¢') 
+ O4f(x, t, ¢', n' + s(t/-- t/ '))(t/- t/')] ds. 
Hence we obtain from (N) the estimate 
I f ( . , . ,  ¢, r / ) - f ( . , . ,  ¢', r/')l 
~c(1¢1 + I¢'1)l-(1 + IttlV)l¢-~'1 +(1 + (Ittl + Iq ' l )V- ' l t t - , ( I ]  (1) 
for (¢, t/), (¢', t/') ~ C N × C "N. In particular, letting (¢', q') = (0, 0) in (1), it 
follows that 
I f( . , . ,  ¢, tt)l ~ If(-, . ,  0, 0)1 + c(1~1)(1 + IqlV), (2) 
where c(-): • + ~ R + is increasing. Since v <~ q/r, (2) implies that ](t, -, .) 
maps bounded subsets of C x (Lq)" into bounded subsets of Lr. Similarly 
(1) and H61der's inequality show that f(t , . , -) :  C x (Lq)" ~ L, is uniformly 
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Lipschitz continuous on bounded sets, uniformly with respect o t e [0, T]. 
From the last inequality in (N) we deduce that t~--~f(t, u, v) maps [0, T |  
continuously into L~ for each fixed (u, v)e C x (Zq) n. NOW the first asser- 
tion follows. The second assertion follows easily from the uniform con- 
tinuity of g~ on compact sets and from [3, Satz 6.4]. ] 
LEMMA 14.2. Suppose that 0 <~ ~ <~ 1 and that 
1 1 1 2 - 2~ 
-~<-~<-+- - ,  2a~ N + 1/p. 
p r p n 
Then L~ ~ W~- 1. 
Proof Recall that ( , -1 , W~ ) ' - "  - = W#~, ~ W~p,~  and that W~p,~  is a 
closed linear subspace of I4~, :~. Hence 1- W ~ ~, ~ 14~p,- 2~ ~ L~, by a Sobolev- 
type imbedding theorem, and the assertion follows by duality. | 
For lip < s < 1 + 1/p and u e Wp we put 
F( t ,u ) :=f ( t ,u ,  Ou),  Gl(t,u):=f~,l(t ,  ulDf2), (3) 
where ~u := (grad u 1 ..... grad u N) and 1~£2 denotes the trace operator. Then 
we can prove the following basic 
LEMMA 14.3. Suppose that p > n and 1 <~ 2fl < 1 + lip. Then there ex&ts 
with 2fl < 2a < 1 + lip such that 
(F, G1) ~ C°' 1-([0, T |  × W~, W~ -1 x t~o W-l+2"), 
and the Lipschitz continuity & uniform on bounded sets. 
Proof Let 
1 1 2 f l -1  n -p (2 f l -1 )  
q" p n np 
and 
1 1 2 -2a  n+p(2-2a)  
- :=  _ + - -  
r p n np 
where a with 2fl < 2a < 1 + 1/p has been fixed so close to fl that 
q = n + p(2 - 2ct) _ 
r n----p-~'---i i ~ v. 
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Observe that, due to 
q n +p(2 -  2/~) 2(~-/~)p n+p 2(~-/~)p 
- l)~> 
r n -p (2 /~- l )  n -p (2 /~-  n n -p (2 /~- l )  
>/1-+ 
p 2(~-/~) 
n (1 + 1/p) -2~'  
such a choice of ~ is possible. Lemma 14.2 and standard imbedding 
theorems imply the following commutative diagrams 
W$ (,d.o), W~x(W~_l/2)..Cx(Lq). 
W~-1 , n L, 
and 
G.,.) l 1~,(,.-, 
~oW -1+2" , ~ W~'-~-l/.(O0)~ C(~f2) 
for each t~ [0, T]. Now the assertion follows from Lemma 14.1. | 
COROLLARY 14.4. Suppose that p > n and that 1 ~ 2fl < 1 + lip. Then 
there exists ~E (fl, (1 + l/p)~2) such that (P2) is satisfied, where F and GI 
are defined by (3) and where go = O. 
We write now the semilinear parabolic initial boundary value problem 
fi + d( t )u= F(t, u), 
in the "classical" form 
~(t, u) = Gt(t, u), u(0) = uo (4) 
O,U + ~(x ,  t, O)u = f (x ,  t, u, Ou) 
~(x ,  t, O)u = 3gl(x, t, u) 
u( ., O) = Uo 
in f2 x (0, T], 
on OI2 x (0, T], 
on t2. 
(5) 
By a solution of (5) we mean a solution of (4), that is, a weak solution in 
the sense of the characterization given in Proposition 13.4. Observe that we 
assume, for simplicity, that go = 0. 
After these preparations we can prove the main results of this section. 
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THEOREM 14.5. Suppose that p > n and that 1 <~ s < 1 + lip. Then the 
semilinear parabolic initial boundary value problem (5) possesses for each 
Uo E Wp, ~ a unique maximal solution 
u(., Uo) c(J(Uo), 
and the maximal interval of existence, J(uo), is open in [0, T]. Moreover 
@ := {(t, Uo)e [0, T] x Wp.~; t~J(uo)} 
is open in [0, T] x Wp and u(., • ) ~ C °'1 (~, Wp, 9). I f  
sup I[u(t, Uo)lls, p < oo 
t ~ J(uo) 
then u(., Uo) is a global solution, that is, J(uo)= [0, T]. I f  t+(Uo):= 
sup J(uo) < T, then 
lim Llu(t, Uo)lL~,p = oo. 
t ~ t+ (uo) 
Suppose now that ~,  ~, f, and g~ are independent of t. Then 
(t, uo)~ u(t, Uo) defines a local semiflow on Wp. ~ such that bounded orbits 
are relatively compact. If, in addition, 
sup Ilu(t, uo)l[~,p <oo 
O <~ t < t+(uo) A T 
for every T>0, then the orbit through Uo exists globally, that is, t+(Uo) -- m. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 14.4, Lemma 14.3, Theorems 12.1 
and 12.3, Corollary 12.5, and Theorem 12.10. l 
The following theorem shows that the solution u(., Uo) has better 
regularity properties for t>0 provided the coefficients of (~¢(x, t, 8), 
:~(x, t, ~)) are sufficiently regular. 
THEOREM 14.6. Suppose that 7t = o% that n < p <~/3 < oo, that 1 ~ s <~ 
~ < 1 + 1//3, and that Uoe W~.~, and let u(., Uo) be the maximal solution of(5) 
in W p, ~ . Then 
u(., Uo) e CO(uo), Wp). 
Proof. Our hypotheses imply that (P1) and (N) are also satisfied if we 
replace p by/3. We denote now by ,4(t) the operator corresponding to A(t) 
if p is replaced by/3. Then standard bootstrapping arguments imply 
(2+A( t ) ) -~ lLp=(2+2( t ) )  -1, 2Ep( -A( t ) )np( -A( t ) )  (6) 
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(cf. [5, Lernma 13.2]). From this we deduce easily that [4,'~,)~ W~t o, 
7~,  where ~ ~ W o ) is the scale constructed from .4(t). Since (6) implies 
e-~( '~= e s~('~J/~', the construction of the parabolic fundamental solution 
implies 
0~_1= V,_~l ~~-l,W~ c¢6~:={f le~; I /~<2f l<l+l /p},  (7) 
where ~r 1 is the parabolic fundamental solution for {,4~_ ~(t); 0 ~< t ~< T}. 
Let s/2 := fl < fl' < ~¢. Then it follows from Theorem 9.3(c) that u(., uo) 
C()(uo), W~'). Since Lemma 14.3 holds with fl replaced by fl', we find an u' 
with 2fl' < 2a' < 1 + lip such that 
F~, 1(- ) := r( . ,  u(., Uo))+ (o + A,,_ 1(.)) ~ , ( - )  
× O(., u(., uo))E cO(uo), w~,-'). 
Moreover the proof of Lemma 14.3 implies that we can assume that 
~' - f l '~>cc- f l  provided 2a '< l+ l /p .  Observe now that v := 
u(., Uo)l [to, To] is for each pair (to, To) with 0< to< To and To~J(uo) the 
solution of the linear Cauchy problem 
(~+Ap, ~(t)v=F~, ~(t), to<t<~T, V(to)=U(to, Uo). 
Hence Theorem 9.3(c) shows that v ~ C((to, To], W~') for fl' < fl" < u', Thus 
u(., uo) ~ C()(Uo), W~') for fl < fl" < u'. By repeating this argument a finite 
number of times, it follows that 
u(., Uo)~ cO(uo), w~), s~< I + 1/p. (8) 
Suppose now that/~ ~ (p,/~] satisfies 
1 1 1 -s+l /~ 1 1 -s+l /p  
-=> >1 (9) 
p p n p n 
Then W~ ~ Wp provided 
by a Sobolev-type imbedding theorem. Hence (8) implies 
u(., Uo) ~ c(J~uo), w~). 
It is an easy consequence of (7) that we can now apply the above 
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bootstrapping argument with respect o the parameter s to the Lfproblem 
to deduce that 
u(., Uo) e C()(Uo), Wp'), s ~< s' < 1 < 1//5. 
If/5 </5 we repeat he argument following (9) with p replaced by/~. By this 
way we find that 
u(.,Uo)eC()(Uo), W'i), s<~s '< l+ l /~,  
where 15 e (/5,/5) satisfies the estimate 
1 1 1 -s+1/ /3  
< 
/5 /5 n 
In particular we can assume that 
1 1 1 1 
- - ->~- - -~>0 
PPPP  
if/5 </3. This shows that we can reach p through a finite number of steps, 
and the assertion follows. | 
Remarks 14.7. (a) Unless further conditions are imposed the weak 
solutions of Theorem 14.5 will not be classical solutions, in general. 
However, if the data of problem (5) are smooth and if g(. , . ,  0)=0,  where 
g := 6gl + (1 -6 )go ,  then it follows from the results in [8] (cf. also [23]) 
that (5) possesses a classical solution provided Uo e Wp for 1 + n/p < a <~ 2 
and ~(0)uo=g( . ,0 ,  u0). Since classical solutions are obviously weak 
solutions it follows that (5) possesses a unique maximal classical solution 
provided the above additional hypotheses are satisfied. Observe that this 
argument does not guarantee that the interval of existence of the classical 
solution is all of J(uo). However, it can be shown that weak solutions in the 
sense of Theorem 14.5 are in fact classical solutions provided appropriate 
regularity and compatibility conditions are satisfied. A proof of this fact can 
be obtained by means of "classical" arguments along the lines of [23, 34], 
for example. A different "functional analytic" regularity proof will be 
given--in a more general context--in another publication. 
(b) To achieve a relatively simple presentation we have imposed 
rather restrictive regularity conditions in (N) and we have restricted our 
considerations to the case that go = 0 and p > n. If go ~ 0 we have to use the 
more general results of Section 13. To handle the case p ~< n and weaker 
regularity assumptions for f and g~ it has to be observed that the proof of 
Lemma 14.3 shows that one really needs only the fact that land  ~ belong 
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to C O, 1--, where the domain and image spaces of these maps are prescribed 
by Sobolev-type imbedding theorems (they are products of appropriate 
Lq-spaces, in general). This implies in particular that one has to impose 
appropriate growth restrictions for f and g~ in the variable ~ e C N also. 
Since the details are rather technical, though straightforward, we do not 
give details. 
(c) The bound 1 + p/n for the exponent v in (N) is only sharp if 
s---1. In general it can be replaced by [n + p(2 -s ) ] / [n -p (s -1 ) ]  (for 
fixed s and p, of course), as can be seen from the proof of Lemma 14.3. 
(d) If f is independent of t3u (that is, i f f  is independent of r/e C "N) 
and g = 0 then we can allow any s with 1/p < s < 1 + 1/p in Theorem 14.5. 
This is an obvious consequence of the proof of Lemma 14.3. 
15. Global Existence 
Throughout this section we presuppose assumptions (P1) with ~1 = oo and 
(N). Then we give general sufficient conditions for the solutions of 
Theorems 14.5 to be global solutions. 
By Theorem 14.5 we know that we have to find an a priori bound for 
u(., Uo) in the W~-norm. In the following we shall show that the Wp-norm 
of u(., Uo) can be bounded a priori if we can find an a priori bound in some 
weaker norm (say an Lq-bound for some qe [1, oo]) and i f fand gl satisfy 
appropriate growth restrictions. 
The following lemma contains the basic technical estimate. 
LEMMA 15.1. Suppose that l <~po<<.p<<,r<oo, O<~so<S<~2, 0~<tr<~2, 
p> 1 and that So=0 t fpo= 1. Moreover suppose that po(so-(r)<~n, that 
0 < e < ~ < oo, and that 
~(s - an~p) + n/r 
l~<7<E+po 
n + (a - So) Po 
Then 
ult~ ~ellull~o-~,ollull~ p, u~ Win  W~° o.
Proof. This follows from [6, Proposition 4.1] by replacing there t by tr, 
p by yr, Pl by p, and 0 by e/y, and by observing that Po~<p~<r and 
0 < e < 7 imply 
1 ~/7 _ ~< 1 - ~/7 + 
yr Po P 
(cf. also the proof of [6, Corollary 4.2]). | 
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Now we can prove the following general global existence theorem. 
THEOREM 15.2. Suppose that p > n, 0~<So< 1, and 1 <~ po <<. oo, and that 
So = 0 if  Po = 1. Moreover suppose that 
po(2 - j )  
l~<2j<l - t  n+( j - so )Po  i f  n>- (so - - j )po ,  j=0 ,1 ,  (1) 
that 
14#< 
1+ P o if  n >~ so p o, n > l, 
n - So Po 
oo if n = l >~ so Po, 
(2) 
and that 
_< Se( 1 + I~lz° + I~/I z') 
If(x, t, ~, q)l ~ ).d(l~l )(1 + Ir/[ zx) 
if n>~soPo, (3) 
i f  ( so -1 )po~n<soPo ,  
and 
Ig~(y,t ,  Q l~c( l+ l~ l  ~) i f  n>~sopo, (4) 
for  x ~ O, y e Of 2 and (~, ~l) ~ CN X C nN, where d(.):R + ~ ~ + is increasing. 
Let I <<. s < 1 + l ip and Uo e Vyp, ~, and denote by u := u(., uo) the maximal 
solution of  (14.5). 
(i) If, for  some tl e)(Uo), 
Ilu(t)[Iso.po~C, te J (uo) ,  t>~tx, 
then u is a global solution, that is, J (uo)= [0, T]. 
(ii) I f ( J ,  ~)  and (f, gl) are independent o f t  and i f  
sup Ilu(t)[lso.po < 
t i l l<TAt  + 
for  some tl e (0, t + ) and all T> t l, then t ÷ := t+(Uo) = oo. 
(iii) Suppose that (d ,  ~)  and (f, gl)  are independent o f t ,  that 
a ( -A)c  {zeC; Re z<0},  
and that 
sup Ilu(t)[Iso.po < oo 
tl~./</+ 
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for some t te(0 ,  t+), then t + =~ and 7+(Uo) is bounded in W~.~, hence 
relatively compact. 
Proof By replacing 0 by t~ and u(t t, Uo) and by invoking Theorem 14.6 
we can increase s and p arbitrarily, subject to the restriction s < 1 + lip. 
Suppose first that n ~> so Po- Then we can find e 6 (0, 1) and p ~ (n, oo), 
such that, letting s := 1 + (l/p) - 1/p 2, 
e(s- j )+ 2-s+(1-e)n/p 
2 j<e+po n+( j _so)Po  , j=O,  1, 
and such that, letting cr := 2/p, 
e (s -a -n /p )+n/p+ (1 - s  + 1/p)n/(n-  1) 
#<e+Po 
n + (o" - So) Po 
Then we define r by 
1 1 2 -2~ 1 2 -s  - :=_+ < - + ~  
r p n p n 
and we put r l : - - -0 i fn=l  and 
1 1 1 -2~+l /p  1 1-s+l /p  
- - :=-+ <-q-  if n>l ,  
r~ p n -1  p n -1  
where we choose 2a ~ (s, 1 + l/p) so close to s that 
2 j<e+po 
e(s - j -  n/p) + n/r 
n+( j - so )  Po ' 
j=o ,  1, (5) 
and that 
e(s  - a - n /p )  + n / r l  
#<~+Po (6) 
n + (~r - So) Po 
Then 
L, ~ W~ -1 (7) 
by Lemmal4.2 and WI,-2~+I/P(OQ)~LrI(OQ ) by a Sobolev-type 
imbedding theorem. Hence, by duality, 
L,,(c3f2) q W z~-  ~-  '/P(c~D), (8)  
P 
where W~(OI2):=CNxC N if rCR,  qe  [1, O0] and n= I. 
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Let now u(t) := u(t, Uo) and J := J(uo). Then 
[IF(t, u(t)){[ w~;~ <~ c {IF(t, u(t))llr 
<~C(1 + Ilu(t)ll~o~q-I[u(t)i]]~a,r), tEJ, (9) 
by (7) and (3). Hence (5) and Lemma 15.1 imply 
lie(t, u(t))[[ ~- ,  ~< ~o(llu(t)Ilso,po)(1 + Ilu(t)ll~.p), tEJ,  (10) 
where cp: ~+ ~ R+ is increasing. 
Since, by (13.6), 0oW-1+2~ is a closed linear subspace of 
W 2~ ~-~/p(0f2), it follows from (8) and (4) that p 
IlG(t, u(t))llaw-,+~, <. c JIG(t, u(t))l[ L,,<aa) 
~<c(1 + [lu(t)lOt211~,r,t~o~), tEJ. 
Since tr > 1/#r~, the trace theorem and Lemma 15.1 imply the estimate 
IlG(t, u(t))ll aw-,+~, ~< c(1 + Ilu(t)ll~, url ) 
<~ tP([lu(t)ll~o,po)(1 + [lu(t)ll~,p), tEJ. (11) 
Consequently 
lie(t, u(t))ll ~ ,  + JIG(t, u(t))llow ~+~. <~ q~({{u(t){l~o, po)(1 + Ilu(t)[l'w~) (12) 
for all t E J, where fl := s/2, provided n >i So Po. If (So - 1) Po ~< n < s o Po, 
then 
W-~ ~ C, W~o~O- ,/~o(00) ~ C(eO). (13) 
Hence (7) and (3) imply 
lie(t, u(t))ll ~--1 ~ C lie(t, u(t))l[r 
~d(cllu(t)llsO.,O)(1 + Ilu(t)l[~Ira,), tEJ ,  (14) 
from which we deduce again an estimate of the form (10). Moreover (8), 
the second imbedding in (13), and the trace theorem imply 
I{G(t, u(t))ll~w-~+2.<~ cllG(t, u(t))lic,,tea) <<. q~(llu(t)[l~o,p0), te J .  (15) 
Thus we deduce from (14), Lemma 15.1, and (15) that (12) is also in this 
case true. Finally, if n < (So- l )po  we have W~-t~ C from which we 
obtain the estimate 
lie(t, u(t))ll ~- ,  <<.cllF(t, u(t))llr<<.~o(llu(t)ll~o,po), tEJ. 
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Since (15) is also satisfied we see that (12) is trivially true in this case. 
Hence (12) is true in general. 
Now the assertions follow from Proposition l2.6, Corollary l2.7, 
Theorem 12.8, Remark 12.9, and Theorem 14.5. | 
COROLLARY 15.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 15.2 be satisfied and 
suppose that t + := sup J(uo) < T. Then 
lim Ilu(t, Uo)llso, po = ~.  
l~t  + 
Theorem 15.2 generalizes [6, Theorem 5.3] (in the second order case, of 
course) to include also the case of nonlinear boundary conditions. Similarly 
as in the latter publication it is possible to find a priori bounds in 
appropriate W~-norms provided f and gl satisfy suitable structural 
conditions. 
It is well known that solutions of semilinear parabolic initial boundary 
value problems do not exist globally, in general, so that "blow up" occurs 
(e.g., [37, 41]). In a recent paper Friedman and McLoed [21] considered 
the very special case of a single equation (N = 1 ) of the form 
O,u-Au=u ~ in f2 x (0, oo), 
u=0 in 392 x (0, oo), (16) 
u(., 0) = Uo > 0 on I2, 
where 2 > 1 and 12 is convex. (Observe that the maximum principle implies 
that every (classical) solution of (16) is positive so that the nonlinear term 
is well defined.) They show that 
t+(Uo) < ~,  
imply 
2< 1 +2po/n (17) 
lim Ilu(t, Uo)llp0= ~z. (18) 
t ~ t+(uo)  
Observe that it follows from Theorem 15.2 that 
lim Ilu(t, Uo)lIe0= 
t ~ t+(uo) 
if (17) is satisfied, and that this assertion is true under our general 
assumptions (e.g., for arbitrary I2, N>~ 1, etc.). Thus the blow up result of 
1-21] is essentially a very special case of Theorem 15.2. 
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By assuming, addit ional ly ,  that  f2 is a ball,  F r iedman and McLeod [21]  
show also that 
t+(u0)< ~,  2>l+2po/n  
imply 
l im Ilu(t, uo)llp0< ~.  
t ~ t+(uo)  
Hence the growth conditions o f  Theorem 15.2 are optimal (except for the 
equal i ty  sign). 
Note added in proof The proof of [6, Theorem 6.601)] is not conclusive since it is based 
upon Eq. (13) in [6, Lemma 6.4], which is false. However an obvious modification of the 
proof of Lemma (6.5) in [6] shows that [6, Theorem 6.6(ii)] remains valid if we replace the 
strong ellipticity condition of Eq. (3.16) by the very strong ellipticity condition given in the 
Introduction (cf. also the Appendix in R. Redlinger: Pointwlse a priori bounds for strongly 
coupled semllinear parabolic systems. Indiana Univ. Math. J. 36 (1987), 441-454). If 6 = 1 and 
ajk(x)=e/~jk(x) with dE~(C N) and %k~ W~,(I2, C), it is an easy consequence of [6, 
Lemma 6.3] that Theorem 3.2 is true under the stated strong ellipticity conditions. Of course, 
one should keep m mind that all these condlhons are only sufficient for Theorem 3.2 to be 
valid. Theorem 3.2 is true under the much more general conditions given in [6, Section 1 ], 
which can be directly verified in some cases. 
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